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9. Las Noticias
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(left) A contestant in the bikini contest of yesterday's First Annual San Diego Beach Party circles for the judges. (middle) Aziz Dub/an chomps his W<W to first place in the
watermelon contest. fright) Fred Harvey talks to an admirer before taking his turn in the bikini contest. (Photos by Kathy Lewis)
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1 Insect

5 Chemical

compound
10 European
14 Long walk
15 Helmsman
16 Asian noble
17 Peculiar:
Comb. form
18 Defensive
20 Tract
22 Decayed
23 Whoppers
24 Indigo dye
25 Slumbering
28 Emotions
32 School subi.
33 Levees
35 Rhonchus
36 Universal
tongues
38 Industrialist
Cyrus40- Chaco
41 Haunts
43 Enliven:
2 words
45 Wrong: Prefix
46 Ares, e.g.:
2 wards
48 New Orleans

college

Radio Board To Accept
Tans Suiface at SUB Beach Party
Public Input on Policy

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Friday's Puzzle Solved

50 Lie In wall

51 Holy Roman

Emperor
by
Starlight"
55 Expects:
2 words
59 Reptile:
2words
61 Fish
62 Mine
entrance
63 Trees
64 Silkworm
65 Femur, e.g.
66 Exhausted
67 Street sign
52 .. _

DOWN
1 Defeat
2 Verdi work
3 - milk

4 FOlks
5 Dessert:
2 words

6 Bogs
7 Island
8 Period

Everlasting:
Poet.
10 Colonizing
11 Give off
9

Rober! Sanchez

12 Split
13 Raised
19 Winds
21 Hastened
24

Fabulist

25 Maturing
26 Jewish fete

Relaxed
28 Honored
29 Girl's name
30 Cereal
31 Feel
34 Floss
37 Radiated
39 Most inane
27

42 Cranium
44 Golf shot
47 Embraces
49 Red ink Items
51"0ld-

Buckel"
52 Blackleg
53 Bother
54 Emerald isle
55 Abate
56- York or
Dix
57 Mixture
58 Gather
60 Tuck's mate
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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The Student Radio Board agreed unanimously expressed their
Wednesday to draft a policy outrage at the administration's
statement
on
the
future attempt to control the station and
management of KUNM.
alter its programming. The staff
The statement wlll be drafted by has requested listeners to write to
the Radio Board tomorrow at 2:30 the Board of Regents and express
p.m. in room 3066, Mesa Vista their opinions on the proposals.
Hall. Interested persons are invited
Included in the staff report was a
to attend,
•
letter to President Davis supporting
KUNM is the center of a struggle a clear chain of command for
between the administration and the KUNM. The letter states that
radio board for policy-making "authority should flow from the
control.
Board of Regents to the president,
The board's management through a Community Radio Board
authority over the station was (to be created), to the manager of
removed, then reinstated at the the station."
April21 Board of Regents meeting.
The staff stated that they should
KUNM News Director Diana assume day-to-day programming
Stauffer told the board the station responsibility and that the Comhas received calls from listeners munity Radio Board should make
concerned
about
possible policy and set guidelines for station
management changes.
operation. It also suggested that all
Former station · manager Bill the Board's decisions be subject to
Abbott said an organization, review and approval by the
"Friends of KUNM," has been university president.
farmed to solicit grass-root support
The staff said that the proposed
from interested persons.
Community Radio Board should
A report from the station staff include representatives of the
said callers to the station have
continued ofl page 5
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"Pic-Me-Up's"
"Stimulant & Non·stimulant
appetite suppressants"
• W<Jrntng. Strmulnntrj can bP d.n1gerous to
your tJeaJih I I taken in gtO<J\lJf Ill dO prE!SCtlb•
r.d dot:,•tetf'n. You must bo 18 or tllrli)t to pur·

ch;n.n

17411 Men au\ Nt
2tl0i San M;Hco Ni.~
1900 Cnntn.~r Sl

I
I!

It's hard enough being a
struggling college student but to be
physically disabled as well compounds the problem.
Accessibility to buildings, textbooks, audiovisual equipment,
being able to sec the blackboard,
and hearing the professor are things
most students take for granted but
can be daily obstacles to overcome
if you arc a disabled stildent.
Ftlrtunate!y there ar~ •.e\·erul

Twenty tons of sand were
trucked in for the event, which
was sponsored by New Mexico
Union. There were prizes for
winners of various contests and
music was provided by "Mr.
Bill" of 94 Rock radio station;
boats were provided for show by
Apache Camper Center, and

The winner of the MuscleMan contest, J. R. Trujillo, also
took second place in the
Bathing-Beauty contest wearing
a yellow string bikini. Trujillo,
however, was no match for
Jamie Anderson, who won the
Bathing-Beauty contest.
The winner of the SandcastleBuilding contest were members
from the Architecture 202 class
taught by Edith Cherry.

Doug Shiell took the TackyTourist contest and Bill
Mallander took the Horseshoe
contest.
The Lobo was unable to attain
the name of the winner of the
Watermelon-Eating contest, but
the winner ate three Texas
watermelons in five minutes.

Sharon
Ridgeway,
a
recreation major at UNM and
planner of the beach party said
there were at least 200 people
there all the time playing
volleyball,
participating in
contests or just having fun.
Ridgeway said changes for
next year's party should include
longer hours and more contests.

Senate Asks KUNM Funds Freeze
Linda Williams

In its last meeting of the semester
yesterday,
ASUNM
heard
arguments on the status of the
ASUNM Film Committee and
approved R. J. Laino as chairman
of the Popular Entertainment
Committee (PEC).
Mike Austin, president of
service organizations on campus ASUNM, said that he would opthat are designed to help these pose a proposal made by Cliff Holt,
'
students.
director of the Student Union
is
an Building.
Special
Services
organization set up by the adHolt's proposal asked for an
ministration to provide academic
increase
in rental fees of the
support to disadvantaged students.
facilities
the
film committee uses to
"We are able to support about
$100
per
scheduling.
Austin said the
300 to 350 stadents," Director Juan
Candelaria said, "and this includes rental fee is now $10. Holt gave an
socially and economically disabled alternate proposal that had no
rental fee and an agreement to
students as well."
"minority" film programs.
support
Spcdal Services re~cives federal
continued on page 5 Revcnm~s generated from t:ckets

Disabled Students Get Help
From Service Organizations
Glenn Dobbs

Frankie Avalon and Annette
have loved it,
even though there was no water
for surfing. But the beach party
yesterday outside of the SUB
had everything else a beach
party should have: sand, music,
food, bathing beauties and
muscle men, tacky tourists and
boats.
Funicell~ould

drinks were provided by the
Severt-Up Bottling Company.
Some of the contests that were
held were a sandcastle-building
contest, a bathing-beauty
contest, a muscle-man contest, a
watermelon-eating contest and a
horseshoe comest.

sales and concessions would go to
the Student Union.
"My position is that this is
ultimately an imposition on our
jurisdiction. I will oppose this to
the administration and to the
press," Austin said.
He said he told Holt he would
consider a compromise of a rental
increase of 10 to 15 percent. "He
just walked away from me," Austin
said.
Clarence Montoya, a NM Union
employee, said the purpose was not
to take over the film committee, but
a reorganization of its function,
"The committee will not be
abolished."
T.J. Martinez, another Union
employee, said he found Holt to be
reasonable, "He is looking for a
better system, he wants to increase
the majority interest.''

Tom Daugherty, chairman of the
ASUNM film committee, said if the
Union has control, the first thing it
will do is raise ticket prices 50
percent. "You should say no to
Holt and appeal to the Union
Board, Holt doesn't run the union,
the board does," he said.
In other business, the senate
approved the appointment of R.J.
Laino as PEC chairman, effective
upon payment of his tuition.
There was some debate as to
whether Laino was a student.
Under ASUNM laws, a person has
to be a student to serve as PEC
chairman.
Senator Bob Mattuecci said the
definition of a student is one who
has paid the activity fees. "To pay
fees you have to be enrolled," he
said.
Lailw said fie was no! enrolled
continued on page 5
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World News by
House Democrats Drop Budget Plan

'Sign Fest' To Feature
Peiformances By Deaf

United Press International

WASHlNOTON
House
Democrats bidding for conservative
votes decided Wednesday to seek
even more defense spending than
President Reagan requested but
dropped a plan to balance the
budget next year.
Rep. James Jones, D-Okla.,
chairman of the House Budget
Committee, said the leadership
found that the balanced budget
proposal would not win a sufficient
number of wavering conservatives
to guarantee a Democratic victozy.
Jones said leaders decided, instead, to stick with his original
proposal, which restores some
funding for social programs while
still cutting government spending
substantially. They chose to
sw~eten the proposal slightly by
restoring $6.5 billion in future
defense spending, a major concern
of conservatives.
The proposal from Jones and the
budget committee already calls for
~lightly higher defense outlays in
fiscal 1982 than Reagan requested.
Th~
increase in future-year
spending would match I he
president's request, which the
committe~ had trimmed hat·k ..

After a meeting of Democratic
leaders, Jones said .a head count of
House Democrats showed that
neither the Reagan budget nor the
Democratic alternative has enough
votes to win "at this moment."
Democratic leaders counted
heads to see how much conservative
support they could win by
proposing to balance the budget
two years ahead of Reagan's
schedule by deferring his individual
tax cutoneyearuntil October 1982.
The White House dismissed the
balanced budget. plan as "a gim·
mick."
Democratic leaders said many
members still have not decided
between the two major proposals the Reagan budget modified by
even deeper spending cuts and the
Democratic
alternative
which
restores some money to social
programs, keeps Reagan's defense
figure and shows a smaller deficit.
The defense increase would be
proposed as a Democratic
amendment when the bill reaches
the House f.1oor.
Rep. Bill Alexander, D-Ark.,
who proposed the balanced budget
approuch ·1 uesday, .>aid if leader~

determine it will not attract enough
conservative votes, they will stay
with the alternative recommended
by the House Budget Committee
and its chairman, Rep. James
Jones, D-Okl«.
"It is a gimmick," acting White
House press secretary Larry
Speakes said. •'It is a liberal ploy to
gain support. We believe it is a bill
that will avoid tax cuts and, in the
end, avoid budget cuts."
Speakes said Reagan was "extremely pleased" with reaction to
his nationally televised speech to
Congress Tuesday night in behalf
of his own economic plan and
believed it created "a better environment" for passage of his
budget.
House Speaker Thomas O'Neill
said he thought the president's
"performance was great" but that
his script writers were "too fast
with the facts.'' O'Neill said it was
misleading
to
project the
Democratic alternative as creating
large deficits, when the plan actually would bring the government
closer to a balanced budget.
House debate on the budget will
\tart Tbup;day with a vote expected

next Tuesday. Senate .debate was
expected to start next week on a
version of the budget approved late
Tuesday by the Republican-led
Senate Budget Committee.
"1 believe an amendment to
strengthen defense and balance the
budget is irresistible to most
Southerners," . Alexander told
reporters after a meeting of party
leaders.
But Rep. Charles Stenholm, D·
Texas, chairman of the Co?·
servative Democratic Forum, satd
he thought the Reagan oudget
already had the support of 30 to 35
of his 44 members - more than
enough to win.
The Reagan budget, as modified
by Reps. Delbert Latta, R-Ohio,
and Phil Gramm, 0-Texas, would
need the support of only 26
Democrats if all Republicans voted
for it. But Republican leaders have
said they could lose a few GOP
votes.
Stenholm said he didn't think the
balanced budget approach would
attract any conservatives since it
retains spending for social
programs they want cut.

Beatles Record Single
S.U.B. Entertainment Student

Talent Show
ffit.l.!:J ht 8 prn to 12 pm
lv:;c.-r Lt-~vt•l .~ 5tt;dPnt Union Bldq.
'1<2 for r,tudr::~nt';
$:1 for qr?nPf\:>.1

LONDON ~ Beatie~ George
Harrison, Ringo Statr and Paul
McCartney have joined iu cutting a
new record. friends said Wcdnesday.

drums and McCartney and his wife,
Linda, provide background vocals.
l·ormcr Beatie John Lennon wa;,
murdered outside his New York
apartment in December.

The record h; Alf Those Years
Harri~on's
new >ingle
recorded on his own Dark Horse
Friends of the Beatles >aid this
label. It will be released May 15, the
was a one-rime affair and does not
friends said.
mean the group was back together
The ;,ingle is part of Harrison's again.
new album, Somewhere in
England, which is to be released in
What it means, they said, is that
June.
they are still good friends and will
Harrison sings the vocal and always try to help each other's
plays lead guitar. Ringo plays the recordings when they can.
A,!!o,

Stock
Market
Report
NEW YORK Stocks
suffered their worst loss in three
weeks Wednesday after many of
the nation's major banks raised
their prime rate and overshadowed President Reagan's
economic speech.
The Dow Jones industrial
average, which fell 7.12 points
Tuesday in its first loss in five
sessions, plunged 12.61 points to
1,004.32, the worst setback since
it fell12.87 points onApril6.
The closely watched average,
which hit an eight-year high
Monday, had gained nearly 100
points in a rally begun in midFebruary.
Selling intensified in this
session wben Chase Manhattan
raised its prime lending rate to
top corporate customers a half
point to 18 percent and dozens
of other banks followed.
The banks raised the prime
rate because the. federal funds
rates that banks charge one
another for overnight loans rose
the previous two days. Many
lending in;;titutions lifted the
rate they charge brokers for
· loans a full point to J7 1;4 per·
eent.
The New York Stock
Exchange index lost 0.71 to
76.84 and the price of an average
share decreased 33 cents.
Standard & Poor's 500-stock
index shed 1.28 to 133.05.
Declines routed advances 1,157418, among tbe 1,920 issues
traded.
Big Board volume dipped to
53,340,000 shares front the
58,210,000 traded Tuesday,
indicating that some big investors retreated to the sidelines.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
You've got something up your sleeve

it's called Plasma
and we'll pay you up to $95.00 a month
for it. Because Plasma is a precious
human resource. It can save lives.

The 3rd annual Sign Fest, an
event of skits, mimes, songs, dances
and poems sponsored by the deaf
community at UNM, is scheduled
for May 8 and 9 at Rodey Theatre
in the Fine Arts Center.
The Sign Fest will begin at 8 p.m.
both nights. Tickets are $2.50 for
adults and $2 for children.
Phylis Wilcox, a UNM sign
language instructor, said there are
22 acts in the Sign Fest doing skits,
mimes, songs, poems and dances.
Not all of the acts are performed by
deaf people.
"Everything will be signed,''
Wilcox said, "but everything that is
signed will be spoken or sung for
the benefit of the hearing.''
KOB-TV anchorman and news
director Dick Knipfing will open
the Sign Fest May 9, Wilcox said.
The Sign Fest was originated to
interest the community's deaf
people in showing their talents.
"The Sign Fest gives you a
chance to sit back and enjoy the

Greeks Give
Time, Money
Several of the fraternities and
sororities have been busy this week
raising money for several nonprofit organizations.
On Saturday, the Kappa Sigma
fraternity, acting as UNM's
sponsor for "Walk America,"
helped raise several hundred dollars
for the March of Dimes, said
Robert Beck, Intrafraternity
Council public relations officer. A
total of $20,000 was raised during
the "Walk America" event.

culture that we have and also get
the deaf involved," Wilcox said.
The advanced sign language class
of the Communicative Disorders
Department is the initial sponsor of
the Sign Fest.
Last spring, the Sign Fest was
held only one night.
"This year we are having the Sign
Fest on two nights so more people
can come," Wilcox said.
Tickets are available at the
Communicative
Disorders
Department, 608 Buena Vista N.E.,
north of Scholes Hall.
The proceeds will be used by the
department
to
purchase
audiometers for testing children's
hearing and C-Phones or video
tapes_ for classroom teaching.
Wilcox said she would like to
thank Or. Lloyd Lamb, chairman
of communicative disorders and
Dr. Brian Hansen of the .Theatre
Arts Department for obtaining
Rodey Theatre for the Sign Fest.
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Two young ping-pong players seem surprised with their return during the tournament held yesterday.
Proceeds from the toumamf]nt, sponsored by the Fiji fraternity, will go to charity. (Photo by Randy

Montoya)

Wanted:
Po.rt time
Computer Pcogco.mmec
(flexible houts)
pleo.se o.pply o.t
2300 Co.ndelo.tlo. Rd. NE
Suite 108

Also on Saturday, the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity and the
Alpha Chi Omega sorority
sponsored a ten-hour basketball
marathon in the pit to benefit
Muscular Dystrophy, Beck said.
The event raised over $1,000.
During last year's marathon, about
$3,000 was raised.

There are only 3 more
issues of the

The Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority sponsored a 10-mile bike-athan Sunday, raising almost $1,000
for the library at the Bernalillo
County Juvenile Detention Center,
Beck said. He said that the entire
sorority participated as well as
other students biking along the new
Paseo del Norte.

this semester.
• Friday, May 1
• Wednesday, May6
• ~Monday May 11.

Yesterday, the Phi Gamma Delta
fraternity hosted a ping-pong
tournament to raise money for GO
(Group Outreach} Inc., a nonprofit big brother-type organization
providing services to singleparented children.

Watch for the Special Graduation Issue may 6.

A representative of the frater·
nity, Victor Santana, said that the
group hoped to raise about $400 to
$500 for GO. He said that the
fraternity had received donations
from various businesses in town,
including almost $250 worth of
prizes.
Santana added that with the
money, the fraternity hopes to take
the children of GO out to dinner,
and later on, to a baseball game.

Brinf; this ad inforacash bonus.
Good for $5.00- First time ONLY.

A lecture entitled Three-Mile
Island Update: What We Have
Learned is scheduled for Friday
at 3 p.m. in the Physics Lecture
Hall (Regener Hall).
The lecture is sponsored by
the Chemical and Nuclear
Engineering Department.
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GSA Council Meeting
End of Year Breakfast

Mr. _Blu.e Jeans
Inventory Liquidation
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Saturday May 9 9 a.m.
Amfac Hotel
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vintage c;:lothing, etc.

open: Tves • f'ri.

10om· 6 pm
Sat. 12 • .5 pm

May Graduates
opening for programmers
Bachelors Degree

- Computer Sciences
- Business Systems
or
- related field with significant
computer course work

EDUCATION OR EXPERIENCE IN FORIRAN
3.5 GPA
3.0 if worked to earn 60% or more of college expenses.

Young I de as
~lontgon1ery Plaza
883-7290
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Engineering
To Host Lecture

ALBUQUERQUE PLASMA CORPe
3012nd Ste,SW • 243-4449
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Radio Board To Take Public Policy Input

Forum
by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

EDITORIAL

.Your Money ... Or Your Money
ASUNM has a choic~. They can absorb the losses
of th~ ASUNM Film Committee without seeing any of
the profit or they can face a 1000 percent increase in
theater rental. Some choice.
Up until now, the ASUNM Film Committee has paid
$10 a night for the SUB theater, received ticket
receipts, after deduction of costs, and had control
over what films were shown. Cliff Holt, director of the
New M~xfco Union, has a different idea.
Holt suggests the film committee allow the SUB to
run the theater, taking care of all the expenses and
realizing all the profit. In return, the committee would
get to select their films, just like before, and - here's

Fiesta Praised
Editor:

1 agree entirely with Val Valdez and R.ena Griego
concerning the dorm tenants negative feelings toward
fiestas. Once again that daemonic serpent, the Ugly
American, raises its head in the face of education and
reason ... yes, folks, right here in Rio Grande City.
How can such Ignorance . . . such obvious
ethnocentrism. exist at UNM? Obviously these several
dorm students are pitiful example of mind warp by
middle class plastic America. Perhaps the fault lies
with the failure of UNM to truly educate its students.
If fiestas failed at anything it was because there
should have beon more Hispanic music, food and
dancing. I, for one, am looking forward to next year's
fiestas.
Rebecca Saunders

HE'tl ee
!JOti/N. HIS
! FOR. BR13.4Kfo15T? TRAINEfi.
Jt/5TliiEWf
'•·
!JPT06!iT
ISN'T ZONk.el?.
COMING

the catch ~· pay a fee for the "minority" film program.
(Translation: the films that lose money.) .Either that or
they can pay $100 a night.
·,
Didn't anyone aver tell Mr. Holt it's not nice to issue
ultimatums?
·
Cliff Holt's not dumb. He's not losing any money on
the four days a week ASUNM shows their films then again, he's not making any money either. Why
waste four nights of potential profit?
Gee, if Holt takes over the operation of the theater,
that means he can raisa ticket prices and, well the list
go-es on and on. He will control the theater.
From the "Doesn't This Sound A Lot Like KUNM"
department: The theater will no longer have any viable.
input into the theater and it will cease functioning as a
student service.
Maybe we should just give up. Let the administration take over the Film Committee and KUNM
and the Popular Entertainment Committee and
anything else they want. ASUNM can be a social club
that spends their time arguing over appointments to
impotent student advisory boards.
In many ways, the students have asked for this turn
of events. Less than 15 percent voted in the most
recent student elections. It's only through a collective
effort that the students can make things happen.
This doesn't, however, excuse the administration
for being blind to student needs. The film committee
has wide support from the students and is about as
uncontroversial as a student committee can get. With
visions of dollar signs dancing through their heads, the
administration has proposed a plan that would change
all that.
Cliff Holt has, very carefully, loaded a gun, cocked
the hammer and pointed it at ASUNM's head and is
just begging them to pu II the trigger.

continued from page 1
administr~tion,
faculty,
GSA,
undergraduates, KUNM staff and
the public.
Radio Board member George
Hirshfield asked Stauffer if she felt
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genate Solicits Funds Freeze
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continued from page 1
this .'cmester, but had been a
student at UNM for five years and
would be a student again in the fall.
The senate also passed a
resolution
recommending
the

Disabled Get
Needed Help
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by Garry Trudeau
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"I deal with
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a lot of students who

Affirmative Action is another
organization set up by the administration to help disabled
students. Its members deal with
academic problems but also help
with other areas such as personal
grievances and teacher-student
relations.

I
!

I

"We have $10,000 dollars that
have been given to us (through the
administration) that is just to help
handicapped students," Director
Bernie Sanchez said. "The faculty
bas been very cooperative with us.''
Disabled on Campus (DOC) is a
chartered student organization that
is also set up to aid handicapped
students. It currently has about 50
disabled student members.
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"We basically work as a information type organization and
act as a liaison between students
and the university," DOC president
Ray Marshall said. "One of our
biggest problems has been people's
attitudes about us. They fail to see
that the disabllity is only a small
minute part of that person. We are
students first. We have to struggle
through tests and papers like
everyone else. We simply have one
more problem than eveyone else.
We have been working to change
these attitudes and have had some
success. The attitude here is getting
good."
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Although there appear to be no
major problems, there are some
small ones, The accessibility in
some buildings, such as Fine Arts,
is still limited and a number of
people park their cars in handicapped zones. These may seem
~mall bttt they can be huge if you
are in a wheelchair.
"As long as it affects one stu~ent
and his ability to get an educatiOn,
it is a major problem," comments
Ruy Marshall.
•
One disabled >tttdcnt, Altred
Mares remarked that he thought
UNM 'offered good opportunities,
:;uying "It's marvelous."
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Overall, the attitude is optimistic
and . when vau arc siruggli!lg_
through the problems t•f school, a
good attitude helps.
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Psoriasis patients
needed for drug study.
(hwmatolog~.
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Tlw division of
U:\ .\I S<·hool of
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BEST
BUY!
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IT'S BEST

Electronic Controls, 6x9 20 az TriAxs! This is University Audio's best
selling system! AM/FM Cassette-4
way
Balance-Loudness·
Local/Distance and more! Installed
with the 6x9 Tri~Axs. You will
always be in tune!

The R-400 offers uncompromising
performance and fidelity. It's heart
is virtually identical to the tuner
section and tape transport found in
the top-of-the line R-430! Teamed
up with 6x9 20 oz. Tri-Ax speakers
it pays offwhere it is s.upposed to
- in your car!

ONLY

ONLY

S23995

installed

installed

PANASONIC
CQ-5710

Panasonic wins again! The
CQ-8710 AM/FM auto reverse
cassette offers Dolby, 4 way
balance, separate base/treble CROz/ metal, M.O.S. FM & more!
Along with 5112 or 6x9 Panasonic
Co-Ax speakers, you have a winner!

ONLY

S35995

installed

THIS TIME
MAKE THE
RIGHT
CONNECTION·
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The Professor says:
Buy your car from them ...
But buy your car stereo from us.

want to come to the university _and
my postion is that it's a good place
to come. The campus is very ac~es5ible to handicapped students
and the faculty is very cooperative.
They try to deal with problems that
may arise as fast and best as
possible. There are no monstrous
problems,'' he said. "We primarily
deal with academic problems and if
we can't help a student with his
problem then we refer him to
another group like Affirmative
Action, that can."

YIXJ 5.4/£1 n:
71/EYI?.G liKE
CHI/12!?EJ'J.

JHI400

They also passed a resolution
that any entity receiving ASUNM
monies shall submit accounting
documents
describing their
financial matters, including a
balance sheet and income
statement, to be made available for
public inspection.

Gontinued from page 1
funding and provides a numher of
a~ademic resource; to disabled
students such as braille dictionaries,
special tutors, audio-visual aids,
and counseling. Candelaria has
final authority on who is eligible for
the program and about 50
physically disabled students are
enrolled at this time.

;t}IJ {1/ANr?V
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ASUNM president, vice president
and finance chairman freeze
funding for KUNM until the issue
of its status is resolved.

ministration were "not adversarial."
Hirshfield said the Radio Board
has functioned successfully for
fil'teen years without interference
from any previous administration
and the staff proposal granted the
administration too much power:
"I don't think we ought to grant
them a thing, not a bloody thing,"
he said.
In other action, the board was
introduced to attorney Peter
Adang, who will represent the
board in a suit by former discjockey Peter Cubra.
The suit requests a hearing on
Cubra's fall suspension from the
station.
Cubra requested the board meet
its own deadline of Friday to hear
his case. The board lost its quorum
before it could respond to Cubra's
request.

I

A !lAYOFF.

DOONESBURY

the proposal was "giving it (the
~tation) away."
Stauffer denied this as the
proposal's intent. She explained
that the staff felt it would be better
if the staff's approach to the ad-
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give your
turntable what
it needs- the
MMC-10EC B&O
Cartridge. It will
in prove any turntable!
Yourturntable deserves

Bang&Oiufsen
ONLY
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Campus Briefs
Lecture on Cuba Planned

>chedulcd the :.how for two nights in order to accomodate more people.

A week of activities focusing on Cuba will be held
by tbe UNM l.atin American lmtitutc through May

l,atin American Talk Set

3.
Cuban posters, hooks and periodicals will be on
display during the entire week. A Cuban poster
display is also available for viewing in the lounge of
Ortega Halt, third floor. Special presentation.; each
evening of ( 'uhu week will include films, poetry
readings and lec!Urcs on< 'uban topk;.
At. noon hiday a lcct.ure entitled Cullan NJretgn
Policy in the 19/W.\ b scheduled at the Latin
1\.merkanlnstitut•'. HOI Yak N.L. on U"'M campm.
The >rwakcr will be l'rofc•;•.m; Wtllinm I cu
(iramk, a political '>dcm:e profev;m at American
Uniwr;,ity in Wa•.hinr.ton, D.C.

A lecture about the work of a church-based
organization in Washington, D.C., monitoring
human rights in Latin America is scheduled for
Tlnm;day at 2 p.m. at the Latin American lnstitut.e,
Hfll Yale N.E.
'I he organization h called the Wa>hington Office
on l .a tin Amcrka, and its deputy director will be the
featured speaker.

One of I .atin America's leading vanguard poets
will llc speaking hiday at 3:30 p.m. in the
Humanities Theatre, Humanities Building, room
!OX.

lht~ I hird

annual Sii!ll Fest is <>dJCdulcd !or May g
am! 9 at the Rodcy Th~atre in tht• Fine Art> <·enter
heginniJYII hoth nights at 8 p.m.
The Sign !·est allow;, deaf people, as well ~ts
hearing, to show off their talents in mmic, dance,
song, poetry, skits and mimes.
Ticket., arc available at the Communicative
Disorders Department, 608 Buena Vista N.E. Tickets
cost $2.50 for adults and $2 for children.
Phylis Wilcox, a sign language instructor at the
Communicative Disorders Department, said that
tickets were almost sold out. The show last spring
sold out in two days, so this year, she ~aid, they have

I'll<' ~peaker will be Haroldo de Campos, a
rcdpicnt of the Guggenheim award and is currently a
proi'c'>;,or of literary theory at the University of
Tcxw·,;.

Ethics I ,ecture Scheduled
71u? Modm1 Self, the third lec~re in a series
entitled Ethics of Change, is scheduled for Saturday
at 7 p.m. in 149 Woodward Hall.
The speaker will be Steven Marcus, professor of
English and Comparative Literature at Columbia
University.
.

Seminar Explains New
Estate, Gift Tax Laws
A seminar covering the most
recent Ia ws and court decisions
affecting estate and gift taxation
will be held May I 8 and 19 at the
Sheraton Old Town Inn.
Sponsored
by
UNM's
Management Development Center,
the federal &tate and Gift
Taxation and Estate Planning
'cminar will be held from 8:30 to 5
p.m. both days.
John Warner, director of the
Management Development Center,
>aid the seminar will provide a
complete update for practicing
attorneys, banking penonnel in the
personal trust, tax, estate planning
and new busincSH departments,
accountant,,
life insurance
executives, ~hartered life underwriters and other interested
professionals.
"Participants
attending the
workshop will be able to give their
~;lients the protection and assurance
of having estate plans that are
geared to the latest tax law
provisions," Warner said.
Seminar instructors will be
George M. Schain, professor of law
at New York Law School and
adjunct faculty member of For..
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A fee of $225 will cover all
program materials, tuition, luncheons
and
refreshments.
Registrants will receive a workbook
containing copies of the latest
federal codes and regulation, IRS
tax forms and instructions.
Registrations are being accepted
at the Management Development
Center, Robert 0. Anderson
Graduate School of Management.
Enrollment will be limited to
provide for maximum participant
involvement and attention, Warner
said.

Apartments
Need Cooling
Complaints about high tem·
peratures in the married student
apartment complex have prompted
the UNM Housing Department to
turn on the air conditioning this
Friday.
John Burrows, assistant housing
director, said Tuesday that the air
conditioning was to have been
turned on iu the middle of May.

J
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dham University Graduate School
of Business Administration, and
Raymond D. Zimmer, specialist in
estate planning with Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co. and past
president of the New Mexico
Society of Certified Public
Accountants.

'

'
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Residents had called Burrow's
office, saying inside temperatures
were as high as 82 degrees.

,
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Burrows said the cooling unit
manufacturer had been called
Monday and had worked on the
system until midnight to convert it
from heating to cooling.
"This time or year a housing man
just can't win," Burrows said.
Once the system is converted to
cooling the heating can not be
turned on.
More work will be conducted on
the air conditioning unit in May
when a monitoring system is added,
but there will not be a major shut
down of the air conditioning for
that work, Burrows said.
The New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group said \Vednesday
New :\.lexko law requires that all
applian~e' in apartments that were
working when a tenant moved in
must be maintained but there is no
law requiring. apartments to be air
conditioned.

"Pic-Me-Up's"
"Stimulant & Non·stimulant
appetite suppressants"
"Warning: SUritulants cah be dangerous to

your health If taken In gtea1er than prescrlb·
ed dosages-, VO!J must bo 18 or older to pur·

Chase.

1744 Menaul NE
2BD7 San Mal eo N:E.

1900 Corttral $E

If you have a $10,000 job waiting for you,
you could have an American Express® Card
right now.
Tra.de the card you've been using every day
for the Card you'll be using the test of your life.
You're about to leave school and enter awhole
new world. You've got great expectations. So
does American Express. For you.
That's why American Express has created a
special plan that reduces the usual application
requirements~so you can get the Card before
you finish school.
All you need to apply is a $10,000 job or the
promise of one.
You'll use the Card the wealthy and the well-

traveled use for business lunches, buying clothes
for work, paying for vacations-for all sorts of
after-school activities.
One of the surest ways to establish yourself is
to start out as if you were already established. And
just having the Card gives you the chance to
establish a.solid credit rating.
So trade up now. You'll find application forms
t1n campus bulletin boards. Or call toll-free
800-528-8000 and ask for a Special Student Application. And set yourself up for next year before
you finish this one.

The American ExpresS')Card.
Don't leave school without it.

• MCAT • Gil£
• GRE 1110 • MAT
GMAT •
• OCAT • PCAT
VAT· SAT • CPA • TOEFL
MSKP • NAT'L MED BOS
ECFMG • FLEX • lfQE
NPB • NPB I • NLE

~-fl.MPIAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Prejlaratioli SpeciariS{$
Since 1938

For lflfOthuitJon, Pleas!! Call;

265~2524

......

GMATCia
starting 5/31
Enroll NOW
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T-n-T explode at A UA performance

Rock Bottom Punk
With the Generics

Guralnick, in. what started as the most familiar part
of the performance, played a jazz inclined solo with
saxophones locked into a rack. Using drumsticks and
mutes, he pushed himself and his instruments up and
down the scales of notes each is capable of. The entire
piece was strangely and rather abruptly ended by a
thin, reedy melody from a miniature pocket
calculator.
Each artist has a distinctive style and the combination and contrast of those styles provided an
unusual experience for the audience. Though at times
they seemed to drift apart, they were more often able
to acheive a musical rapport that simultaneiouly
highlighted the individuaL~ involved and went far
beyond their individual efforts.
The high point of the evening was the last minute
inclusion of "The Frisco Incident." Schellenbaum,
playing rythym drone guitar while Guralnick supplied
spontaneous accents, told the story of New Mexico
good guy/bad guy Elfago Baca. This piece, which was
sometimes humorous and constantly enthralling,
elicited an overwhelming response from the audience.
It is hoped that Albuquerque United Artists and/ or
New Music New Mexico can continue to present this
same high caliber of performance.

Review by Roher/ Masterson
Last Saturday night, as part of their expanding performing arts series,
the Albuquerque United Artists sponsored New Music New Mexico's
prc,entation of guitarist Tim Schellenbaum and saxophonist Tom
Guralnick.
Ea~h has played before in Albuquerque several times so they are not
'!rangers to the lo~al audience. They have even played together before,
when- Schclknbaum was part of an eleven piece jazz ensemble under
<iuralnick ·~ direction which performed one of his original compositions
!w.l fall.
.
A capadty audience was given a unique musical adventure by what are
obviously two of the most technically pruficient and creative musicians in
Albuquerque. With in;trumcnts ranging from Schellenbaum's vintage
Martin guitar and Gura!nick's mighty bass saxophone to a one-string
n~a market special Harmony adorned with beer bottle caps and a wide
variety of toys and "found" instruments, the two musicians performed
original material that echoed almost all established musical forms. The
six pieces performed ranged from tight, melodically oriented duets to
atonul rhythm jams.

by Ray Abeyta

'

t·

The Generics
One six piece b!lnd consisting of five musicians.
The contents of this band may vary in tuning and
consistency; they are loud, electric, dancable, and
suitable for a good time.
The Generics meet all minimum required standards of post-punk genres of adolescent electmnic
extruvagance.

~--------------

Left: Tim Schelenbaum, right: Tom Guralnik
(Photos by Patrick Chavez)
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It doesn't take a
college de ree to rent

acar
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When you need a car
where do you go?
To vour
roommate with
the '57 Chevy
with hvdraulic lifters and a four on the
floor?
It'll save you some embarrassment and be a Jot easier if
you just come to National Car
Rental.
Because unlike some car
rental companies, we don't believe that
evervnne under 25 is a bad risk.
_ ____.
\Ve won't ask for your fingerprints,
your hirth certificate, or a college
diploma.

--------------,
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If you ar'l 18 or old'lr,
just present your valid
Universily of New Mexico
student l.D ., fill out on"
quick form, show us your
drivers licence, leave a cash
deposit and your on your way.
It's that simple.

s 16~,~).

No MUcagc charge.

For a Chevy Chevette
or similar.
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[i:;l We offer S&H Greer1
I;;:;:Ji Stamps"' all 50 US States
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Maybe we're better.
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We feature GM cars like
this Chevrolet Chevette.
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So before asking
your roommate for his
Chevy with the Chinchilla carpeting, stop
by NationaL
You can rent a
late model GM car of
your choice at a hard to
beat rate. You simply pay for
gas and return the car to the
renting location. Rate is
non-discountable, available
at the location listed below
and subject to change without
notice. Specific cars are subject
to availability so reserve yours now.

\I.'V.
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We also accept any one
of the major credit
cards, without a cash
deposit.
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The Generics got their start in 1979 when guitarist
Kim Abbey and the band he was playing with at the
time, asked a local artist if they could perform at a
party she was going to have. The party was the infamous Black and White, Beaux Artes Ball, thrown
by the UNM graduate art students, and Liz Hale.
The party, the first big event to spring punk rock
on Albuquerque's metropolitan consciousness
collective, wa> held in the new Sixth street lofts. With
lots of room to dance and sound provided by
KUNM's Dan Wagner of "Raw Guts", the dance
floor was writhing and people packed the building.
Everything was going fine. While the band was
setting up, as they started tuning up people began to
take notice, and when they started to play, they were
the worst band l'd ever heard. People left the room
to look for something to consume until the band ran
out of songs-they anlyhad three or four.
While the band was nothing short of plain bad,
they did raisll the interest of the hostess and a couple
of aspiring punk rockers.
Liz Hale, alias Lizzie Mania, saw hope in the
band, as there were no other punk bands in town
since the Cosmic Grackels, who disappeared into
studio obscurity and a tangle of legal hassles. She
invested all her support into this band.
Together with Inez Foose and four others they
arranged to meet irregularly to practice. The
collaboration of interest eventually lead to a ncbulos
band, loosely called the Wankers, the British
equivalent of "jerk-off". The Wankers lasted about
a year or so of many personnel changes, and only the
name remained the same. Always on the verge of
falling apart, musically and as a band, The Wankers
were an example of what was possible and what to
avoid in the early Albuquerque punk scene.
Around the summer of 1980 Kim Abbey began
playing with a transplanted group of UNM students
who had no previou.~ band experience, only an interest in the music and the possibilities of chemical
· influences on the basic three-chord structure. The
group consisted of Abbey, Ryan Green, Jono Jones,
Bruce Hill, Silvia Pacheco, and Rick Rozzo, who as
a whole began playing tunes like Devo's Mongoloid,
and the old Jefferson Airplane's White Rabbit,
which they did quite competently, if not a little
discordantly.
The band continued to practice until they felt
comfortable enough to feel around for places to
play. Their first performances were parties held by
the band, who played to a core group of punk
friends. They managed to pull off a videotaped
performance of them playing "Mongoloid" for
Marilyn Pitman's Video Fantasy Night, at the
Downtown Center for the Arts. With duct tape
plastered across his mouth Ryan Green yelled out the

Above photo: Left
to
right,
Silvia
Pacheco-vocals, etc., Kim Abbey-guitar and
vocals, Jono Jones-guitar and vocals, Bruce
Hill-drums, Ryan Green-bass. The Generics
will be playing at Okles Saturday evening, May 9
to benefit Quote-Un-Quote, a public access
cable TVchannei.1Photos byPatrickChavezi

synthesizer intro to the song, and played bass.
Everything was wired into one amp that was visibly
vibrating and on the point of blowing tubes all over
the room. So it wasn't such a great song, but the
band's performance was as explosive as the
equipment.
The band began to get gigs in local party halls,
playing for benifits, and other freebies, using money
they had saved from their respective jobs to replace
broken guitar strings and drumsticks. As their
following grew larger and larger, the band began to
pick up stride, with each successive performance
sounding better and better. The Generics were
becoming a name.
At a benefit performance held at the old Okies, the
Generics played to a crowd estimated at 150 to 200
people. Granted, they weren't the only band that
evening, but they were surely the hit of the show.
Gigs have been picking up, but it's still a struggle
to find paying jobs in a top 40, swinging singles
town. The Generics are not exactly cocktail music,
und they're certainly not generic muzak.
They still play a predominantly cover-oriented set,
but they do it with an interpretative twist that does
justice to the originals. They've recently begun
playing more of their own material, written
predominently by guitarist Jono Jones, who writes in
a style reminiscent of Lewis Carol on acid, in the
1980's, and set to the music of a mutant mix of early
Devo and late 2x4's. Jones is not the only songwriter
of the group; Abbey also writes some of the band's
material, which is basically along the same lines as
Jones', giving the band an unexpected consistency.
Last Saturday the band did a live radio performance on KUNM's Only the Radio. The staff of
OTR (J eramiah O'Connel, Susan Buckley and Mitch
Salman) was kind enough to allow me to interview
the band, using their recording equipment.
The following conversation took place in the
studio at KUNM.
Lobo - Why Generics?
Generics- Because it's a household term,
L-A re you a household band?
G - No, but we'd like to be, just like a box o.f
cereal. We'd like our albums to be sold in grocery
stores in the generic section, We think all stores
should have a generic section that takes up half the
store. It's perfect it saves on packaging and
wasteful advertising.
L- What do you do for a living'!
G, R - I'm an industrial drone, moving boxes,
lots of boxes, from semi trucks onto conveyer belts,
from ll p.m. to 2 a.m.
G, B- I'm an institutional cook.
L-- Where?
G, B -I'd rather not reveal that, but it's at a local
ho3pital, and I supervise an Thursday and Friday
nights.
G, J- !scrub pots a spaghetti slinger palace.
G, K -I'm a glorified janitor for the Theatre Arts
department at UNM, I have a lot of other janitors
under me, and I can eat because l do it.
G, S- I run around for the dancefacultyand the
theatre arts department at the U.
L- l<; it true you'rea Christian?
G, S- Yeah.
L- How does this come out in your music?
G, S - lt doesn't.
G-. Armaggedon now, we quote from the Bible,
and we talk about Jesus' blood on people's skin.
L- Jono, you write most of the songs right?

G, J - Yeah, I've wrilten about seven to d«te; Meltoids in Suburbia,
Don't Look in the Mirror, Frontier Girl, which is an analogy between food
and masturbation, Armeggedon Now - this is our Ronald Reagan song
with quotes from the Bible and then there's Night Sticks, and instrumental
and if you come to the next gig you'll hear the other ones.
L - Does anybody else in the band write?
G ~Yeah, Kim does, he just wrote a song calfed Black Widows, aska,
funk hit. Its about pets- the best pet you could have is a black widaw....it
doesn't bark and it doesn't defecate, it doesn't wake you up in the mornlng
or scratch on its cage, they're very easy to take care of and they make great
Christmas presents,
L - Would there be a Generics without the Frontier Resturant or
UNM?
G - Probably not, we thrive on university life. They definetly had a lot
to do with the origin of the band and with aut them there wouldn't be a
band.
L - One last question. Why are you doing this to us?
G - Because we like you and because we're hoping it's a different kind
of music, something that's an alternative to the bar bands.

The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
Presents

James Broughton
Tonight
8 p.m.
A San Francisco poet and teacher, Broughton
has captured numerous awards for his film
making. Tonlght he will screen his films: 'High
Kukus', 'The Golden Positions', 'Erogeny', 'Song
of the Godbody', 'Hermes Bird', and
'Testament'.

DON'T MISS
JAMES BROUGHTON!

SUB THEATER
Students- $2.00

Others ~ $2.50
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NIGHT
ENTERTAINMENT
Caravan East -· Je.f.f Youm~ and Posse.
Country Foundation during Happy Hour
and nightly begining Monday.
l<'ox Hunter- Zozobra.
I"oxes Lounge - Disco Variations, Country Night on Wednesday.
I•'rhus East - Metro. Watermelon Mountain Jug Band on Sunday.
Friars North - Vision, from Pheonix.
Sunday, country cookin' with D.J.
Cook in'.
·Friars Pub- Iron Hone.
Hog's Breath- Trouble until May 3.
Ned's -· Tinker this weekend. None other
than the Planets on Tuesday and Wednesday, Tinker Thursday through Saturday, and Jazz on Sunday.
Palomino Club - Kenny Vernon and
Grand Junction.
Danbi's- Lanney McDonald.
Bogarts- Ole Scratch and Night Dog.

MOVIES

•'
Come
together
with
JENSEN

Let Jensen's power bring all the
sounds together for your
listening pleasure. Separate
woofers and tweeter/ midrange
modules are custom-positioned
in your car for perfect sound mix.
.
Biamplified capability for better sound
with less distortion. It's all yours with Jensen SY.t
Triax® II separates.

JENSEN

SiA" TriaX~ 1 Jl
SEPARATES·
# Jtl24

The Deer Hunter- Uncut on KLKK-UHF
channel23, May 3 and 4at 8 p.m.
Cattle Annie and Little Britches
Coronado 4, Albq. 6, Far North Cinema.
Heaven's Gate - Cinema East, Albq. 6,
Hiland.
Friday the 13th - Cinema East, Albq. 6,
Winrock.
Alice in Wonderland and Amy
Winrock.
Tess-·· Final week, Coronado.
Caveman- Los Altos, Lobo.
Ordinary People- Los Altos.
Thief- Coronado.
Final Exam- Cinema East, M Plaza.
Night Hawks - Far North, Wyoming
Mall.
Kagemusha- The Guild.
On the Right Track- Far North.
Excalibur- Louisiana Blvd., Albq. 6.
Death Hunt- Far North, Louisiana Blvd.
Hijos de Tigre y Fiesta en el Corazon Sunset Drive- In.
·
Don Pancho's- New York, New York,
and The Last Tycoon tonight only. Sean
Connery as James Bond 007 in Goldfinger
and ThunderBall, May 1 and 2. Jezebel
and Mildred Pierce, May 3 through 5.
Charlotte and Night Games, May 6 and 7.
Uncle Vanya- Andron Mikhailkov's film
adaptation of Chekov's play depicting the
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pastoral comfort of the country gentry
against the brutal background of pestilential poverty endured by the peasantry of
Tsarist Russia. The film will be shown
April 30 at 8 p.m. in room 101 of Woodward Hall, admission is free.

CONCERTS
Keller Hall
April 30, 8:15 p.m. - Graduate Recital by
Laura Kramer, piano.
May 2, 4:00p.m.- Senior Recital by Darci Fuller, organ.
May 2, 8:15 p.m. - Senior Recital by
Claire Smith, Flute.
May 3, 4:00 p.m. - UNM Early Musica
Ensemble, Susan Patrick, and Floyd
Williams, directors.
May 3, 8:15p.m.- Senior Recital by Vinson Ertz, guitar.
May 4, 8:15 p.m. - The Contemporary
Chamber Music Ensemble will feature
works of significant living composers and
two prizewinning UNM student compositions performed by UNM students.
Norman Everett and Daniel lngroff- First performance of three in the Conceptions
Southwest series. Everett (narrative jazzblues good time music) and lngroff (improvisational folkjazz) two local
Albuquerque musicians will perform May
1 at 8:00 p.m. in the Humanities Bldg.
Theatre. Admission to all events in the

----------------~-----~~--

Stations on the AM dial:

KOB
KQEO

KKIM
KDRM
KXKS
KAMX
KZIA

~eries

is free to the general public due to
contributions from ASUNM, GSA, and
numerous sponsers.
led Nugent - May 1 at 8 p.m. Tingley
Coliseum, tickets are $9.00 at Ticketmaster.
David Buckland and Blackjack Davey May 3, at 8 p.m. at the Tiffany Playhouse,
tickets available through Ticketmaster.
l~ay Wiley Hubbard - May 4 at Graham
Central Station, tickets available through
Ticketmaster.

THEATER
~irreet

Scene - Elmer Rice's Pulitzer Prize
winning play of 1929 performed by the
lJNM Sophmore Company (all39 of them)
and directed by Peter Prouse. Playing at
the Experimental Theatre until May 2, at 8
p.m. Tickets for the performance are $4.00
general admission and $2.00 for UNM
faculty, staff, and students, and can be
purchased at the Fine Arts Box Office.
The Indian Wants the Bronx and Adaptation - An evening of two one-act plays
begins May 8, running throughout the
month on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
at 8 p.m. at the Alley Theatre Southwest
(in the Vassar Street alley behind
Carrara's). The Indian Wants the Bronx
and Adaptation are presented by the new
Pro Arts Theatre.
A View From the Bridge - Albuquerque
Little Theatre presents Arthur Miller's tale

nvCID,@iL©
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I<RKE
KDAZ
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610
730
770
920
1000
1150
1190
1500
1580
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Stations on the FM dial:

Country music, news
Contemporary Christian music
and programs
Middle of the road, news
Oldies
Christian music and programs
Easy listening, middle of road
Beautiful music
(15X) Top 40
News, talk shows

of a longshoreman's life and loves in the
heart of New York. Will run until Mav 2 +
Thursday and hiday at 8 p.m., Sat~miay
at 6 and 9 p.m. and on Sunday at 2 and 8
p.m. Tickets at the door are $5.00. For
reservations call 242-4750.

KLYT
KANW
KUNM
KRST
KOB
KWXL
KHFM
KZZX
KKJY
KFMG

88.3
89.1
90.1
92.3
93.3
94.0
96.3
99.0
100.0
108.0

Contemporary Christian music
Disco
[See back page for programs]

Country
Contemporary easy listening
(94 Rock) Album oriented rock
Classical
Adult contemporary top 40
Beautiful music
Mass appeal album oriented rock

EXHIBITIONS
ASA Gallery - Figurative Abstractions:
An Absurdist Notion, and Romance with
Metals: Jewelry and small sculpture. The
last two exhibits of the semester from the
Art Students Association. The ASA will
host a closing reception for both shows
Friday, May 8 from 7 to 9 p.m.
UNM Fine Arts Museum -... MAMFA
Exhibition in the lower gallery, and Friends
In Deed (donations from Friends of the Arts) in the upper gallery.
Teaching Gallery - Second level of the art
building, multi- media works by UNM art
students.
Mariposa Gallery - Multi+ media works
by Ken Saville, and porcelain by Caryn
Ostrowe. May 3 through June 6, opening
reception for the artists from 2 to 5 p.m.,
Sunday, May 3.
Hoshour Gallery - Recent collage and
painting by Robert Natkin, May l through
28, opening reception Friday, May 1 from
5 to 7 p.m.
Der Alte Cowboy- Still Lifes and Figures
by Mary Sue Walsh through May 16.
Artichoke· Gallery - Color photography
by Gordon K. Clark May 3 through 29,
opening reception for the artist May 3,
from 3 to 5 p.m.
Meridian Gallery - Invitational: Tim
App, Ellen Daniels, Tommy Findley, Connie de Jong, Susan Ricker, Roger Sweet,
Jeanette Williams, and Joel Whitkins May
3 through June 4. Opening reception May
3, from 3 to 6 p.m.
Albuquerque Museum -· Christo: Valley
Curtain Documentation Exhibition, with
regular screenings of four of Chisto's films
(see arts page for Schedule}. Admission to
the museum and films are free. Also +
Watercolor New Mexico, a statewide j uried
exhibition through June 26.
AUA- Downtown Center for the Arts,
Craftworks III, contemporary crafts,
closes May 2.
Los Corrales Gallery Corrales,
tomorrow is the last day to see New Faces
of 81, a group show featuring the work of
artists Eleanor Daniels, James Trujillo,
and Larry Smith.

That's the thrill of being there!
SEE ALL TilE JENSl•:N Si'EAl<ERS AT:
HUDSON'S CAR STEREO
El' BANK AND CONSTITUTION
29!1-6554
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MARRON HALL, Room 131
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REVIEWS

FINE ARTS MUSEUM

Reviews by R. Abeyta
JOAN JETT- BAD REPUTATION
Boardwalk Records
Ex-Runaway {Ch-Ch-Ch·Ch-Cherry Bomb) Joan
Jett shows that to do it right she no longer needs an all
girl band. Jett is backed by a loose association of tight
musicians that go bY the name of the Blackhearts
{which is also her logo) including some of those guys
from Blondie and ex~Sex Pistoleers Steve Cook and
Paul Jones, who also produced the LP.
Joan Jett is on to something hot and is one of the
most authentic hard rock, post·punk rockers heard in
a long time. She takes the adolescent boy band style
out of androgen)' and into something real -· what
little Pat Benatar just wishes she could puU off. This is
no cute M.:x kitten wag;;ing spandex coated booty and
it's no om!·of-thc-guys copouts alaSuzi Quatro either.
J~l.t b un individual, a W(Jman who knows it and a
LIVING BATCH BOOKSTORE
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rock and roller who knows it.
Drawing on sources as old as Sam the Sham for the
cover of Wooly Bully and her own tenure as a
Runaway, Jett guns her voice from soaring Shangri-La
style vocals to those throat ripping yells that sound like
dangerous gravel under the wheels of a Coupe DeVille.
The whole album sounds like it was fun to make and it
is definiteLy fun to listen to.
Mixed cleanly with a good balance between instumentation and vocals, the sound of the record
accentuates the juxtaposition of images presented. "I
Don't Tell You What To Do'' is a classic 50's girl song
but the lyrics are pure 80's no innocence. "You Don't
Own Me" and "Just Let Me Be Myself, That's All I
Ask Of You" also fit into this vein.
The touch of saxophone supplied by John Earle and
Mick Eve which at first seemed superfluous, actuallY
adds to the rock and roll classiness of this LP, putting
the neccessary spice in that makes this album better
with each listening.
Girl bandgirl front is nor the issue but Jett's bad kid
vo~:als do add a kick that a male voice would reduce to
redundancy. Even a line like "do you wanna touch me
there - oh yeah" comes across with a sexual c:;·
dtement that io usually just overbearing.
This is an album for dancing with so·~ east .:ml'!

American roots to climb through, around and over.
This is not to say that this record is imitative, rather, it
is adaptive, grafting many influences and genres into a
cohesive whole that only Bruce Springsteen can do as
well. Jett by no means has Springsteen's lyrical genius,
but on a musical tough kid level she has a drum
thumping, guitar clawing intuition that is pure rock
and roll. And, above all, she proves that you don't
have to have balls to be bad-assed.
THESELBCTER- CELEBRATE THE BULLET
Chrysalis
Unlike their contemporaries in the post~punk,
mod resurgence of pre-reggae ska, The Selecter is dead
serious about their approach. The implications of the
title alone seperate them from the goofiness of
Madness and the Specials. As far as approach goes
Selecter can best be compared to the English Beat. The
comparison ends there, where the Beat is a fast paced
strictly roots ska band, The Selecter is more of a sixties
pop inflected ska mix with pessimistic political
nvcrtone~.

Thr influences of punk, while now past history are

1mt!eniabl~ in any ~ontcmporary ska approach. The

:idvent of punk wao originally mthic for fun without
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the slick pretense, and over-indulgence of Led Zepplin
off shoots. Punk was just a bunch of kids with too
much energy and nothing to do. As things worked out
it offered a viable and immediate outlet for the release
of pent"up anger as well. As the immediacy of punk
genres of two and three chord guitar progressions
began to seem limiting, bands began turning to earlier
influences. Reggae, which had lost itself in a cloud of
ganja induced religious dread, was too stuporous to
contain the Intensity still bubbling in Babylon. Ska
was ao obvious conducer, with its rims hot upbeat
drumming and rhythm and blues jamaican guitar
mutations. It was danceable, third world enough to be
political and exotic, and obscure enough to be
refreshing·.
The Selecter, coming out of all this, and using it to
an appropriately apocalyptic end, have released a
second album that combines all of these concerns into
a tight medium paced rocker with boiling point
content.
The Selector shows that music, even dance music,
can be politically insightful without being dumb
propaganda. The only problem is that when the body
>tarts to dance the head stops to listen and learn. This
album i!> militant ;ka at its very best and very
spookiest.
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New Mexico Da1ly Lobo

April30 May 6, 1981
fiD Porter Wagonerl'ihow
3,:10 9
Amrrkan Indian Artists
'Ltlnt•wolf and Medid11e I~~Jower· This

serivs ahullt C'Ontt•mpnrary nrtlsta
wh<HW unique styles draw upon Indian
tradition~ beg-ina with potters Gra.cP
M£>didue Ji'h1wer a.nd h(!r brt..ither ,lo-
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Rec. 101 basiC Albuquerque music theory
by Rober/ Master.mn
There are those who insist that
Albuquerque is a hopeless, stupid and
permanent wasteland for those who want
live music in their lives. While this city is
definitly not any kind of New York, Nashville or LA, live music and live musicians
do manage to exist and play in
Albuquerque.
!'he main problem for local talent seems
to he fimmdal solvency. To play commcrdally, you have to play commercial at lcaot if you want to m<tke a living at it.
1n make it, a hand has to play the hits, the
hits change rust and that requires more
effort tn keep up, and eventually, if a band
is any good at all, it gets and takes booking.>
as f:u from here as possible.
I hme 1\lhuquerqueans!itcs·!l who crave
a .;nmtant supply of big ruunc cont:crt
bamh wiil always he disappointed. There
,,rc ,,imply not enough people here to
t•uarrantce the kind ol' ticket sales nec"~'hnry to promote the multi-million
dnllar road shows of mod~rn rock. The
mn'>t promising concert projects arc coming
tmm AIR (Anti-Inflation Rock) who have
brought bands like Secret Affair, the
hthulom Thundcrbirds and, my favorite,
the Bus Bnys. Small hal!fibig bars and low
ticket prices coupled with the quality of the
a<·ts make AIR a satisfying substitute to any
>tadium hype and burn.
H' your tastes arc eclectic, your pursuits
<lf musk arc creative and you are patient,
;here h nearly always someone or .>ome
band worth 'eeing.
Since thi5 is New Mexko, the most
avnilablr type of music is the local ranchera
\'lll'icty. Starting at everybody's favorite
weekend television show, Val de Lao,
moving to E5panola's own Eddie Roybal
and the Super Duper Larks and ending up

at tho Far ·"'!Nest Club out on the mesa,
rancheras and their various forms have
been honed into. an artform that you can
dance to. A knowledge of Spanish helps but
is not at all required to enjoy Al Hurricane,
AI Hurricane Jr. and relatives Tiny Mori
and Baby Gahy. I also have it on good
athourity
that
the
all-Mexican
RodcoCircus is an incredible show with
Antonio Aguilar and family singing songs
on horseback between bull riding and tiger
taming. If you're a native New Mexican
you no doubt know about and have
'ampled at least one of these. If you're a
new arrival and haven't yet, do so as soon
as possible.
Another ethnic form, reggae, has
defintily caught on big in New Mexico. The
fir.>t band I can remember was Santa Fe's
.l1!icc, which started small and ended being
N~w Mexico's most popular bar band and
•:utting an LP. In the wake of Juice, there
has been a swarm of reaggae bands
springing up all over the place; Mango, Sol,
Strictly Roots and the Illegal Aliens to
name a few. While _they don't play in
Albuquerque bars much, they do seem to
play alot in the area at benefits and parties.
So if ganja, dreadlocks and rachets make
you behave positive, Albuquerque may be
your little- Babylon on the Rio Grande.
Yeah mon.
Those who Hke the punkncw wave
syndrome are seeing more action as well.
There was the Ramones debacle of '78, the
now mythic Talking Heads concert in Las
Cruces(!) and the rabble rousing 999 show
last year at the KiMo. Locally, there has
been the Wankers, the Generics, the Crystal
Skulls and the infamous Balls to keep the
tribes amused. More technically profient at
covering hits but less all around fun, the
Refrigerators, the short Jived Visitors, the
Modulators and the Philesteens have been

getting into bars and clubs more and more.
While most Albuquerque;ms(ites?) seem to
relate better to DEVO and Pat Benatar
than the Contortions or Chrome, the
chances of hearing anything "modern"
have gotten significantly better in the last
year.
More experimental and harder to hear,
the now defunct Cosmic Grackles, Jungle
Red, the Martian Funk Ensemble and Bill's
Friends have been sporadically ~upplying
Albuquerque with ''new music". Available
for the most part on KUNM (Radio Free
New Mexico) and other public minded
organizations, these bands, while not at all
similar in style, have formed a nucleus for
the non-bamon-hit single concerns of the
area to focus on. All somehow manage to
>trugglc along without financial rewards,
but growing exposure and audiences may
som~day change that situation. With new,
non-profit performance spaces beginning
to open in the city (like AUA downtown
and the Alley Theater on Vassar St.) these
bands should be making more and more of
an impression on the local music scene.
The New Mexico Jazz Workshop has
done an outstanding job over the years of
bringing important, internationally know
jazz artists to Albuequerque. Cecil Taylor,
Anthony Braxton and the Art Ensemble of
Chicago have been just a few of the greats
that the organization has presented. The
ever-popular Madrid Jazz Festival is
another fine NMJW product. It is sincerly
hoped that the KiMo renevations will be
completed swiftly so that NMJW can
continue their programs.
About the only form of music that is
truely neglected in Albuquerque is
soulfunkdiseo. There are disco bars that
play records but that does wear quite thin
after awhile. There are occaisionally revue
type disco concerts playing at the Civic or

some other large hall complete with high
prices and low sound quality. The notable
exception was the Pointer Sisters at their
Graham Central Station. Those who saw
that show know, those that didn't missed it
big. It is worth mentioning that that
schlock rock, baby pool radio station
KANW grabbed a good chunk of the radio
ratings when they followed the New York
example and changed to an all disco format. They've even kept it, when almost
everything on the dial seems to be C&W or
beeyutaful muzik.
Wide open spaces and long-necked beers
have always been condusive to Country and
Western music and Albuquerqueans(ites'?)
have been supporting this type of modern
folk music long before John Travolta
dreamed of battery powered bovines. The
Caravan East and the Golden Inn consistently draw big crowds for their
nationally know headliners like Freddy
Fender, Ray Wylie Hubbard and Jerry Jeff
Walker. The Sandia Inn has the perpetual
Curly Snow and the Snowmen, Cowboys
has opened next door to Graham Central
Station for those who like it urban, the
Palimino Club occupies its space in the
entertainment umbrella on Coors Road
and, according to another authority, the
Country Squire row has the bestC&W
band in town, l Take Mine With Green
Chile.
This list only begins to scratch the
surface of live music in Albuquerque. This
town is full of performers, bands, bars and
events that, at one time or another, should
satisfy anyone's musical desires and tastes.
One may not be able to see Aerosmith one
weekend and Fleetwood Mac the next, but
would one want to anyway? The only
things limiting audiences in Albuquerque
are their own musical tastes and the
availability of gas money.
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10,00 0 Om News
~ Dirk Cavett Show Guest: Author
Lltve.James.

EVENING

r.,oo
G,31J

7,00

7,30
S,OO

0 0 News

D Rainbow's End
U>l Starsky And Hutch
ID Family ~'eud
fiD Sanford And Son
0 I'M Ma!l'azinr
D Wild World Of Animals
0 Happy Davs Again
ID Tk Tae Dough
fiD Twilight Zone
0
NBC Magazine With David
llrinkl<•y
D lllustrated Daily
[51 fiD Wonder Woman
0 Mork And Mindy
ID Clweking In
HBO Muvie ·(Comrdy) ••~;o "Rascal
l>azz1t•"
D APSAtWork
0 Bosom lluddirs
ID I'ark Plaer
0 16thAnnuaiA<-adomyO!Country
M uHic A wards
0 ~and burg's lo~incoln frrossing Fox
Hivt~r· Abt.aham I~inrc>ln as t.he canny
politician and shrewd analyzer ofpeo~
pie during his. first PrL"Ridential cum~

pail{n nnd election and his struggle to
form a sir.ung cabinet admist politic.al
i_nfighting prior t.o his h)auguration.

~.!!0

[ 5l Happy Days Again
0 llarnry Miller
ID Magnum. PJ.
f171 TBS News
fiD Movir-(Mystory) ••• "EigerSane·
tjun''I975
'51 Hit aNn Na
0 Taxi
HBO Con"tmrr II<• ports Presents,

Tlu.• Cur Show Through documentary,
animation and parody, thia special
h<.•lpH <.'tlm;umers makE>: the he-stclwices
whi;>-n buy-ing a car.
9,00 D
Washington Ilrhinds CloS<•d
lloors
! 51 Mm·i< -(Sden•·e·Fidion) •••

"Logan':i Jtun" 19760 2()-20
ID Nurs<•
i171 Nhtht Gatlrry
HBO Movi• -(Moskal) •••~<, "My
Fair [,ady''l96-1
n,:lO f17'1 :VInvi<• ·(Com<•dy·Mystny)
"Notorious Landlady"l962
10.00 OOID News
J0,1fl 0 Dkk Cavett Show c:uest: A.I •.
H(1wse. authur and l~lizahethan

~71Movie·(Sdonee Fiction!' 'h "Joul'

neytotbeCenterufTime' 1967
10.30 0 The Tonight Show
D Mae nell Lrhrrr Report
0 M.A.S.!I.
ID NUA li&Hk<•tballl'lavofl Game
lJ, 00 fit Live From Richmond
(51 News
0 J(enturky !Jerby SQerial
fiD Movie ·(Suspense-J)rama) ••~;,
"SHH.-.:H:-;sn 1973
..
HBO Movie·(Adventnre)., "Big Red
Ono"l980
l!.30 0 Th<• Midnight Special
l!,tfi [171 .\tlanta JlravrsHrplay
12,00 (51 Star Trek
12.10 0 AliC News Nightline
12,10 0 M<ll'i.e ·(Drama) •••h "Raid On
Entrbhe" 1977
J2.a5 HBO Movie-(Cunwdy) •• "!•'ish That
Saved Pittsburgh" 1979
loOO D ~.!ovie -<Drama) •• "Jlefore And
Alter" l!IHO
rs) Movi(l- ~(Horror) *- 1,'2 HJL'roz(>n
Hrad"l967
SATURDAY
MAY2, 1981
MORNING

·-.6--,,o"'o-,m"""'T'""o_m_A;ii:d Jerry C".,:-:,m=o::d;::y"'S"'h-ow=','I-n
TbcNt•ws
(1f! Partridgt• Family
6,30 0 Cnrrasrolendas
(51 Mnvil"(Westorn)

0

ID !Jugollunny Andll.nndRunurr,In
ThrNows
!17i MoviC' -(Ad\'rntun~) ••t:- .. Print~('
of Pirates" 19!\~
eB Villa Alegre
. .. .
7,00 D Th1• Flintstones Show, Ask NBC
Nt~ws

HtarTrt•k Cartoon
0
Suporfri<•nds Jtour, School.
Rock
fiD l'ublk Policy Forum

(51

7,30 {5.1 lt'~YourBunim•sH
ll,OO D Vir Ilrndrn'sTonnisForThcFu·
turt••ThP Yollf'-y' euach Bradl:"n h£>lps
uv~n·umc your lear of l(ning tu the net
dutin~arall~',aud~hnw.synuwhat tnd1J
mwt~ vou get the r('. (C'Jmwd -Ca ptiuned;
li.S,,\.1

•*'"'

:-i('lwlnr.

JO,:JO 0 ThrTonightShow
0 M.A.S.II.
m· CBS Late Mo,·i~
fiD Twilight Zone
j(},t;; D ~Ino neil J,ohror Report
Jl,OO 15\ Nrw"
0 .\BCNowsNightline
fiD Ni~ht(;allory
n.t:; g .\llr<'d Jliteheorkl'rosents.l\ly
Broth<•r Rio hard
IJ,30 0 Tomorrow Coast"fo-('oast
U l'hnrlir's An~:els
fiD StarHky And llutrlt
12,00 i5l StarTr<•k
!17! .\rJanta llrm·es lteplay
HBO Movie •(Comedy) ••• "Gllda.

I.ivt•!"l980
12,30 ·m Rllt Patrol
12.10 0 Nrws
t.oo 0 Nrws
[511\l"v. ir·(Suspcnsc}•• "JrtOvcrthe
Atlantlc"l960

FRIDAY
MAY 1,1961
EVENING

r..oo

DO News
D Freestyle
Oil Starsky And IIutch
ID Family Feud
(i7) Muvie ·(Science-Fiction) ••~>
"Day OI The Trilfids"l963
fiD Sandford And Son
HBO Tho Prince And The Pauper.

}lart I ~The Pauper King' Mark
Twain's classic talt;? of two hoyst onl! a
prince, the other the son of a beggar~
boru on the same- day and destined to
look alike·. When fate brings them
~elbert they decide to switch places.

Go30 u I'M l\lagazinc
D Wild World Of Animals
0 llaPJlY Days Again
m Tic Tar Dough
fiD Twilight Zo11e
7,00 0 llarporVallryi'TA
D llhtstratcd Daily
fSJfiD Wond<'rWoman
0
l•'riday Night Movie Double
F<•nturr

m Thdncrodiblc llulk

HBO The Priore And The l'aup<'r,
l'urt 11 "rh~ McrcifultawOfTheKifig'
Prince }<;dward iH resCUC'd from a bnnd
oft- hi (WeR hya Midi cr offort \~ ne. Bel ieving lht~t

(5; Pll('f'R<'tters

0 Fnnz And The llappy Ilays Gang
lEI Lun£' Rang<"r-TnrzauAdve-nt.ur("s,
I nTh<• News
\17J Mm·i(' ~(IJraum) ... ':~ "To Kill A
M<><•kingbird"l962
fiD It's Your Business
R,ao 0 Harry Durko Asl< Nil(' News
D Photogmphy. Ilrrr's !low
's' Ilid!Juo Marble
0 Ilk hie mrh·Srooby lln•~ Srhool.
Rut•k
fiD Visinns And Viewpoints
9,00 0 Batman And Tho Ruper Sev••n
D Nova' Life~m a Rilk(~ll Thread1 Sin*
is.t rr~ sonwtimes dN:uily .. spiders have
liltlo popular appeal; yet their silken
'"'" hsurc nme m_g _nature's loveliest. creations. SN.•n in clos:t'up andslowmt,tion.
spider~ -revenl n de1i<"nl-e g-race- and
brant>:. (60 mins.)

lbfleman
0 Thundarro SchooL Rock
ID l'opoyr,JnTheNews
9,30 rsJ Rat Patrol
0 lloathclif!-Dingbat
fiD El'ery Indian Qugh( To Know
10.00 0 JonnyQuost,TfmeOut
D (:ousteauOdysscy'BtindProphets
(51

ofBasterisland'GaptainCousteauand
his rrew probe the puzzle oft he island's
giant sculptured heads which a.taud as
mut.ewitnessestotbisancientsociety's
histo~y.

D Mtwlwil Lehrer Report
H,OO D Tho Gangster Chronkles
D Washington Weckln Review
( Sl llaJlJIY !Jays ,\gain
ID The nukes Otlla~zard
1111 TBH News

fiD This Week In Bllsebtlll
HBO IIUOSnoal< Prrvirw.Muy,lmy
Si illt•r nnd Amw MN>tn highlight the

~0~revin And The Pittsburgh

(5)

m

1111

WJ!Ikt•t• Btt•Wf'rsl2 hr~q :lHminRJ

HBO HJHirts llym>sty,ThcNcwYork
YtUikN·~ Follow f)O y(Htrs nf New York
h;-l!·ll~halJ fr,,m thP. gnldun -ng(• of HnlH•
Huth llllhcnlflt-rnvt"rRinl Htcinht~nner
E'fn nnd m<•r{ living Tt•gend!'l ~irKey
Mmttll·, WhHl•y Ji'urd nnd Yogi Berta.
9,00 D Bill Moy~r~· .lnurnnl
ISJ Muvlr ·ISusnensc-IJrullla) ,..
"Skyja1.'kNI1' 1912
.
.
m Dalla.
1171 1\ontur ky Dorby Sporial

nf'Nighthawk~.·

fi) .\ntPrlr1\ 1t~Top1'rn

I [.30 ID Rockford Files

1171Movlr·(Advt•ntur~) ••
surr(,l~i

-

I 61 Gilligan's Island
1'\ii 8perial SportR Presontntlon,
Chir(s Sorrer
·
fiD llig Country Musi•• Show
HBO Movir·(Adv<'IIturr) ••• "lllark
Stallion" 1979
1.00 D ValDo La 0
0 Nt1 W M<1xh•u OutdoQr;.;
15 l Movio·(f'omedy)
0 Wido World OfSports.l'art II
ID Na<hvillr On Th<• !toad
l17l Wrestling
ID Dollv Parton Show
lo30 0 Georg<• OfThe.lungle
D SportH Amoricn
0 Western O.!!doorsman
ID Poll Goes Tho Country
fiD That Nashvill<• Musil!
r,,oo 0 Top Hanltl<'ightsO!Th•70's
0 Hoe Haw
ID !'I!RNewH
fiD Backstage At ThP Grund Ok
Qpry
!)~30 U Bnc•ak}Jr!'ViNvsHost.~ (}l'neSiRkt>l
Wld R11g(•r l%erl-showsrent•:-. from ibt•
l'WW movir-s in town iuC'luding reviews
starringSylvrAt<>r

Hta II' 1n1.' a!-I an u11 d,, r<·nvt>r cop~i Mod ern
Homant 'l'.' a ('nm<,>dy ~ lmu Ld ating,l nv e

und ind{l.d~hm.;. '(~avl'man,'with Ringo
~tarr and BarbaraBtH'h aliio.pr<"histmic
rnuplt'; +gxl'alibur,' Uw new v~~ion nf

tho Kin~ Arthur legend.
ID News
fiD Country Countdown
H BO Sup<1r:tpirs llsingflpecinlnnimaw

tiun,filmfuntogeandstillphotogrophR,
t.hiH sperial explort~a thE' careers '>Chis·
t-ory's.g-rent('fllHpies: Matn Hnri. Frnn·
l~i~ Gary Pow(>rH, Klauti l"urhH, and
ollwrs.

o,

Gt-.t It" Hl3G

l>aYis Srwt·i~•l (•ff('\'tH, ha('kup ~ing('rt~

anrl dan{'<~r:-; hhdtlight this HJ)et·t~u·ular
in •·nnn•rt ~rwt'ial~ M<H'J)(•rfurms hitri
trmu hir-. lah·~t album, aK Wl'li il!i ~·hnrt ·

·n.•

6.30 0 Mupp<•t Show
0 E~(>(•utiv~ News Hrh•I
0 llappy-DotyH Again
HBO Movie ·(Comedy) •• "l'iondislr
Plot Of Dr. Fu Manrhu"
7,OO 0 Illlrh>ra Mandrell And The Mllu~
drrll Histers
D Once JlponA ClasRir'The HillHof
Hl'U\"en' Part I. Threet•hildren face
lll<wkmail.at Lhf' hondsnfan uld trnmp.
(C'lmot'd·(•aptinnl"dj l I.S.A.l
(Sl .Movi(' ·(Drama) _.,.... ••Eartlt~

0

1971

The~ Lm,!~ Boat

m WKRI' In l'inrinnati

fiD Lawr<•nc<• W!!lkShnll·
7,30 D CharlirChaplinComrdyTheatre
'1'illic-~s PmwturNl Humtult'(~·

ID
H,OO 0
D
ID

!'In
ll.l And Tho liMr
El'eUill!l.\t Pops
CBS Saturday Night Movie
117' TIIS No11s
eB Movie ·(Musirai·C'omedr) •• ".:
"Th<>roughly Modorn Millio' 1%7
B,ao HBO Muvi< ·(('mnedy) .. ,, "Nortlt
. \ 'i:t•nut• Irrt'gular:;."I-979
9,00 D Walking Tall
0 Anu1rkan Hhor1. Htory l•'lnnnory
o·c 'nUil(lr'b'The-l)i!'placedP.erson,•set
in ti<'otJ!'ia-in t hP- 1!l4n•s, is tht'stor_y-of a
P111i:;h r<•fuget> and his family who disrupt tlw lives of the- pe-ople on a smnU
farm and p_rcdpitnte a tragedy. Irene
\\'urt h. ,John Htmseman .and Sbirlev

Stoll•r •tar. ({'lt,st•d-Cnptioned: U~

RA.) (60 mins.)
0 Fantasy Island
~71

Dkk Maurice And Company

JO,oo uom News
8

Mast~rpiece Thr-atre (Therese
1\aquin' Episode III. The spirit of
Camille, Theres•'•dMd husband, poi·

sons every aspect of her marriage to
Laurent. Camille-'s invalid mother
makes up the domestic triangle as all
three are forced· to passionate desperation. [Ciosed.Captioned; U.S.A.) (60
mins.) _ _ _
(6) Top ltanks.Fighls01The70's

(ff) Rock Concert
10,30 D Saturday Night Live
0 Movie ·(Drarnn) ... .,. "Dirty

D"zcn" 1961

ID Rockford Files
fiD llenny II ill

Cubs (2 hrs. 1 lOm.ins.)

12,30 0
0
0
1.00 0

l!ouRtnn llp<•n
Tlw l~awntakl'rs
To llr Announced
WaHhingtmt \Vrrk ln Urvirw
t 5 i Lost In Sn:lrf'
fiD Movi<• ·(lll!tsloan •• '" "~'lying
H<m n Tn Rio" l!l!l3
t,:JO 0 Wall $tnol Wrrk Ho,t: l.omh<
Ht~kt·v~wr.

0 Tht\ Amt'rirau Hpnrt~mun
ID NBA llask<•thalll'layolf Game
2,00 0 l"irinK I.im• ''l't•I<> ... i:>ion anrlllw

Pttrl 1' ( ~ upst!'l; H('IHlt or
I .:JrrV t•rp,..;,Jt•r, Pat ltulwrtH-nn,_li'mnk
Stwkt·~~w:m•. nwl Mn... Hharon Hm•k
t w\"Nnnwut,

t•f1•lh·r. Thhprugrnm wat> t.ajwd 1.111 pnrt
Willi 11m

~1f an Sfi:l'A etmli•n•nct•.}{u)'lt~
F.l~tu·klt•v .• Jr. ~(ill min:-.. I

~

F Truup
0 Wido• Wnrld IJ!Hpurts
<17• Last He Thd\'ild
!].(10 D Batth•llurn. MX In N<•vndu A
~ s1

ducmw•nlary r~•purt uu fiw ginn I MX
mi:~~·il1• :-.yslt•m lnt·ntnl in NPvadu, lhh;
rilm Pi\plu.n•t" t lu· t·unt r'H\'~•ti•)- tlt:(•r I ht•
imt~:Jd llw ~·:itt• will huv1• 1111 N1•\lada ·~l
lil1•slvl«· ;mci- N'OlHlm~, !HI I mins.l

net

SUNPAV
MAY3,19B1
MORNING

~.30

7.-oo

f17.1 ThrP(' Stooges And FriflndH
0 Arntmd Tho World In HO llnys

0 llud<•rdog
•
ID World Wide Clturrh Of God
fiD Villa Alrgro
0 Jimmy Hwag~-tnrt _
15.1 Musk .'\wJTh•·Siml<Nt Word
0 Aninutll-l, Animals, Animalx,
Hdwol.ltor k
ID Consumer Vl<•wpoint

!MlO

Bnwr~Nl\' PJUf-i 1

I 5:

.

0 Jlla<·k gxprrif•nrt•
ID Sunday Murning
!17' llazel
fiD l'ntWYe
R,30 0 Oral Roberts
!_Sl Gilligan·slHhmtl
0 R<•alidados

i17J !\luvir {MU!"iil'"al) u':: uTh{lr~'!:i Nu

HubiiW!-!s lAkllSitow Husillt'HH'' 1!_)5-1

fiD Mhdt!y Mousr
9,00 0 I>av Of!Jisrovrry
D Mist or l!ogrrs
'5 ' l'opo'Yr And llis l•'rirnds
0 Put~hlu Voirl•s
fiD Ar<•hir•
9,30 0 Nrw M•,il'oxOutdoors
g mt•rtrit• ('umpany
0 People Of God •
m !•'are Tlw Nation
m llllsrhallllmwh
111,00 D Outluok 'St
0 Mntim'(' At Thl' niinu

0 Wrestling
ID ln<JUiry 'R1
fiD Jerry Falwell
Jl),30 0 Mr~•tTlll'l're"
m llofrnmntown llnJ!ti•t Churrb
1hOO 0 .\mbns."1dors 01 Ilope
rs; Mov](w ·(foill(ld)'} .. .., ·~J.~nditH'
Man"l!IG1
0 Issnrs And Auawers
ID NBA Basko!baliPlayof! Gamr
1111 Mi>;sion lmpossiblo
fiD CPCWomcn'slnternatiomiiGoll
Tournament JnvJtat.ional tennis dasfiic with- patticipunts from both amU·
teur and prufcssional nelds; from theMos...,CreekPiantntiofiirtHiltonHead,
Nutth Carolina.
u,ao D
Charlie Chaplin Comedy
Theatre
0 Directions
A.FTER!IOON

12,00 0 News Conference
0 Sneak PrlwirwsHost~ GeneSiskel
and Roger Ebert show scenes from the
new moVies in town includlng reviews
<)f~Nighthawks,'

15 ~ GHiiJ~;m';.

Jshmd

D So Yu WannaBe A St;tr'l'woloml

St'Jit I h·ll:tn(J~---, on t lw J)rinlt n(tlt.nrdmn,

lm Alh•nnrulllw l,ahtmmu Ilitl«>rNnml
LN·

H.o~~t·r1~

und 'llw

Hltnnpt~dt•

PttHfi,

r.lmr1• !lwir hopc·~~mul-t:uunl ry tmunch
HiOmin~.J

i 5 l Mm·ir-- (( ~unwdy) •• 1~ ''llistrrd<·rh·
Ord!-rly'' l!I!H
·
0 Sulid l;nld

m Uill<•nHin

HBO M"' il- ·(t 'mnP<h'l •• "Lru ·\ml
I.~~r~·~···tmm

J,:ltl 0 lnS<•nrrh 01...

m lht"' t;un Will Truv<•l

l17- "l·j(•(•}l('Ul)(t•

ltnhort HchuiJ<•r From Crystal

Catl.. dtltl

bluttd

\\'rt•stling
{,I)U 0 S11nrts '\liPid

1 5 · ldNlY( 1 Jt To HN•vf'r
U ~-a\·njo Nntiun~i

til

tS l •~illlgan'H

n.7J Itat Patro1
W Movh• ·(Conwtly} ~~~o•• ''Ha<"iwlur
Mutln•r" 1!l!J!)
1171

!17\ I.n:-.1' In Sparr
fiD !lot Fudge

~.oo D ltrx Ilu mhard
0 H(l:-;am<· Stn<•t

5: Munstrr),

2.:111 D SporlsWorld

lHJ!•l N!•
h~·l )un't
Honki>d Ou
J\1p' and 'I Bl•lit•vt·lu Mu~k:

li,nrna-tlii!·i·~w;,J,Ii•···

of

0 Tnlle Annoum·cd
1111 On n~ok C'irrl•
I2r20 tit! Htult~hallAtlont nHrnVf'"S'VHChkngn

-

*"'

2.00 : 5: Mm:i(' ~( Adv(l-1\ tu rt•·I>J'anm)
"TytJlwun"l!l1(}
HBO Standing Room llnlv, Mar

ID J>uchlo Vi<•wpnint

.. IUu(l

till'!{ ing Arthur lrgt-'ud.

t.ta (17: Mm·i_tl·(Drama) ••• HComt~ A11d

7.:ln

llawaii"l9~2

q_t~akr"

t95H

"FortMas-

fiD llorld'onrert
12,00 0 llattl<••tar 4llllartira
f s l 1\{~nny HvC'rl'tt Vid<'o Show
eiD HorkC'tm(•r-rt
12.15 Hao Movi<' ·(No information nvuil·
ahlo) "Wily Would I Li<•?"
12,:10 l5 •Mm·ir·(Noinformutionavallable)
* ••JJady llrallk('nsttkin'·I972
0 Movir ·(l>rnmu) ... "Cusnhlan•·u"Wt:l
(B)M.twiP~(StJSEPn~t"') ••• "Ca..'iHandra
CrnSHing''l971
t,oo 0 Mm•ir·(llramu) •• "All Tbrl\ind
.Ht mngers' 197-1

EVENING

(i,OO 0 0 N<'Wh
D Report !•'rom Santa Fe
! s i Bionk 'Vumau
m l(ungFu
(1T Muvi<• -(Mu:->i<·al) ,._.

-

£5~ Nrw~

('illlpl('; 'ftixeirlihur,'thc n!~WVl'rninn

starring Sylvester
Stalloncasanuodercovercop;'Modern
R[)mance~-l" a comedyaboutdating,love
and indecision; 'Caveman,'with Ringo
StarrandBarbaraRachasaprehistoric

;,on

fiD
0
0
ID
1_17

fiD.

Wild 1\in~-:dom
lhmw,· Mill<·r

.\Jli' 'l<'I\H

CllSNews
Tue-ll

.far.!L_Ut•s("uustN\U

:·,,:w o ow

Nt·w~

EVENING

i;,iuro

llbm•y's Wonderful Worlit

D Vir Brn.dt•n·~ 'r,~nnb- Pur Thr l•'u

turf' Aprm1n{~h Shut, Spin and !'-il•rvit•t•
H!'t urn' In llU!-< <'p.iHmlf•. ('llflt'h BradNt

"how!-1 vun

flu-

hn~H'H uf hall rulnf.imJ,

t('lo~•Nl ('ap1iuiwd;
15 ~ Bionir \Vmmin

11,:-;,A.I

0 Tlwsr .\mur.lm: Anlmub
ID Gil Minull•s

f17; Muvj_(' ·(Co nwdy~ll or ror} • • ·~ .M m1

stt•r(iwllunw.. HIGri
Vb1ons !\nd V!OWJ)Ililllk
HBO ("onsumt•r UrJJnrt~ Prf'loit•ntM•

rn

1'1w( 'arHium· Thtongh (hwum~·n1:trv,
unimal1t1t1 atul parody, tins HJI•'t'ia1

h~·l fl"•' tlfl;;unw fh nm kt•l.lH• 1iW1t ~'hnit _-(':->

\\rJH<n hw.·inM a 1 ut.

G-.30 .0 l•'a~;{Furwurd
HBO HJiorthiJynasly,Thr N<•w Ynrl<
Yankt•t1S Fe~lluw li() yt•am of Nt\W Yurk
ha~,f·l•:IJ1 ft1nn1Jw fl'''ldt•n. nJrf' uf BahP
Hut }t t n 1ht'l'Hntr• ,vrrsinlH ll' in! ltf' t1 nf•t
Na und mN•I li\.-Jnu lf'f:t•ndH Mkkev
Mautlt•, \Vhitcy I•~urd and Yur.i B(•rra.
7.0() 0 Cllil'~

D M<'l'tiliJ(O!Mlnds

i 51 Movir ·(Advonlut<'t• • "f'os•idon
Adventur~" 1972
0 Uiplc,Y'sllelirvP It Or Not!

m An·lnr llunkrr's I'Jne~

m (~un:;;mnkt

HBOMovir·(C.omcdy) •• "VIsh That

Saved l'itiH!>Urgh" 1979
7.30 ID One Day At A Time
8,0() D Tho Big Ev<•nt
D Cousteau OdysHoY 'Diving for
Romun Plunder' Offtheshoreofthe
barren Greek island of Antikythern,
Cuusteau and his c-rew explore an un~

derwot-etsite where nrt trea.qures wereshipwrecked 20 centuries ago. {60
mjns.)

0 Sunday Nighll\lovie
mAlice
(171 TUS Nowfl
fiD Movie ·(l)rama) •••• ''Deer
Uunl<•r"197R

Sl M ONE

J. .

Nt~ws

DaRe hall

AFTERNOON

J 2.00 D Fast Forward
(51

World Championship Tennis

0 \ummunityConeerns
m Movie ·(Mystery) .. "Harry-()"

1973

(171 On Deck Circle
fiD (>rea test Sports Legends
12.20 [1711lt>sehall AtlnnU!BrnvesvsChicago
Cubs (;llus., 10 mins.)
Antiques
0 ToIle Announced
m This Week In Uasel•all
l .00 D TliisOid House Host Bob Vila tours
tJw hmnand gha~s·rnutt~ thuught to the

t 2.30 D

hanhv,1orl floor.R in th£> mnin house.
H 'hr~l'd- t'tilJtionf'd; tl.S.A.l
IS ' l.nst In Spar<•
fiD 'lnvie •(Drama) "Sun•mor and

Hl\0 in Mnv.

Wall $tri•rt Wrcl< HnRt: [,ouis
H.uk(•yH(>r.
lS' Hit:\ Na Na
0
l<'rid11y :'<light Movie lloultlr
F'r>ntun• ·
m Ba:-;r lm 11 ( 'alifornia Angel!; '\IS Mil·

Ozzie And Harriet
Jllson 01 Star Commando In The

fiD l'ast Company
11,tr; 0
. Major League
Gamc-Qf·Th.e·Week
1!.30 (6' AmeriNt'sTopTen
0 Putting Champions
m 30 Minutes

Ufl<'1ll11iflg tnm'iC"R. SJ)nrtR nnd spednls

H,!lO D

{60 mins.)

C$ll Spy
0 ABCWcckendSpecial
ID Fat Alberto ln The News
fiD Starsky And Jiuteh
10,30 0 Drawing Power
0 American Handstand
ID Drak Pack,JnTheNews
~1JMo-vio-(MyRtery) ••v. "Blueprint
Fur Murder"1953
11•00 0 Major Leaguellnseblllf,An Inside

nw hoy it~ truly of royal blood,

Uw soldier Blrives to returrt hitn to his
tig:ht.ful plm'E' aa heir to the throne.
7.30 D Take Onr

T('flnt's~('C'Tmwdo

LoneWu1f ofHnnta Clara.

HBO. 1\ft~'\-'h•·(Conwdy) uu niiNwrn
<'an Watt" !97H
·
11.00 0 Song lly Hong

R·7

Hnwkt•" lnfil
1,:Jn 0 ll<•t~•'s Tn Your il<•alth 'Aging'
t { 'ln:.;.rd -t 'U)llintlt'd; l l,S.A.)

m J.'orum ~~

2,{)() D Houston OtiOil
D
Roe<·cr 1\lade In Germany
I >ui1 mund vsHhnlke Hill mir1H.}
Mun:;t<•rs
·
0 Wide World OJ Sports, J'atl I
2t:l0 (5! Ji'Ttoup
16<

m

Tlnited Airlifirs Tonni•• Tout'

wmwnt or. Champions

a.oo

1111 This Work lo llas••ball
g l'resente
<5 l(lllliJlan '.Island
0 The 1\onJu~ky Drrby
lf7l Last Of Thr Wild

However, at what should have been a routine military checkpoint, the photographer was rudely arrested, It cost
Simone almost fifty U.S. dollars to keep his equipment and another twenty to keep her travel papers. It was
beginning·to·appear that her luck in Southeast Asia was running out. As she watched them drag the terrified
photographer away, Simone found herself, for the first time in years, thinking of Connecticut, and home.

K.:w

!MJ()
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m Tht• .r,·rr..r"""'
0 Ma·;t(•rJJiN'I•Th..atrl•''f'JwGold•·u

B~ •t'>- J • Ell r :,oth~ I H r·u rv .latitf"' appll1•d
hr- 111 ~~· !Ht•l illl'llt fnt rh·t~t jJ t•d dretrad 1·r
;1n.th 1. iu hi•.la~ I iulllf•ur~th trnvt•l,

-· r!w I ;t,[rkn

Bt~wl

'llu--;turvnfahlt.lwr

all•l .;-hrr;•ldr·r wi\IJ":t• •;pt;lt'o('~' wo•n•
l"r tun lo\·I'J'•·, I trl hn< l'ir•-;1 1'{)1-4odc•,
f'rrut r· AnH·ri~·.~~ rw•t•h hi~~ 1,Icl l!JVf•,

0

m

·;,an

( · ---~.A 1 1110 mllh J

•lr•iqtrc•IJfdrJV;Jl fi!mofEtlih\111 r•xplaitl
iur.~ h1· Jtl\f'illlr,tr .• aucl iut1•rvlt•wswith

TraltfH'r John. !VLIJ.
n Hurr
"""''''
HBO
Mer\-·
it· (Wl'o.;fi>rn) u .. LonJZ
IUdpr-"IHXfl
!J,ao 5: \lat·ional (;t'tH!raphif'
(E)

g, ~~~.ou '-; ramil v, f·mplw·;l·t·~; uwl nlf.i<'<~.

; 5 llnp[>Y Unys Al!nin

0 'l'hrN·'M ('nrnJmny
Hroi\C'JI Prumist~

m

'>~<•Wh

O'f\.1 ov h• (I )ra:nm} »t< ••}>;bo,·.king MiHf<l
l'il~rim" l!Jl7

® :\luvh··('\t.yl'it(•ry) .... l.-z

J(l,:lf)

w,t;,

HBO Standing ltonm Only, Mae

om~"""

anti ·• lm H·l•rs hi~:hlif'ht thi£~ Hlweta<·tdnr
1_11 cnnt'N1' 'i{lt'cial; Mm· rwrform!l hits

0 Mm·ie "(Husl"'""') •• "'Appoint

nwnt With.\ 1\.Jil(•r" 1H75
1 ~;; \Vild 1\inKdum
m ltol'ilford Fil"
117· \1m--iP ·(i\dv,•nturt•) 4:+1·-t- .. FJunw
.\nd Tiw Arrow" I !!:•II
0 Mnvi~· fW<'~t{·rn) u 12 "Chatd\i
l.ltnd''lH'/:l·

i l,f!() 5 i Nt 1 W!".

bl!~.tf'r..,

x,:!£1

'BalJy H11H't 0f•t Houkerl On
M1•' mu.l'I lielif'vc: In Mwli<'.'

Hha Na 'Ia
D Too Clm;<' l•~or <'om-furt
!l.llfl 0 'l<•rll\Voll<•
0 \fy~h•ryl ·H~·n:<•:mt { ~rihb, Part! II:
15:

Hra·J~ontal

Witnm;s' llnderW~Jrld
h•11"lhinl <'l1nrli., Vqltiull,('i~Jinm ht>Haw
w hr '' tUlrdl'f('(l hi! .ganw,t 1•r boss, but hl•
1~-- •uwun!--,c·ioll~• hv Ow t.tm(' }koUnnd
l-'Md ('tildu.. :; lip to him. {('lo~ml

fB Suntlny Nhdol LIH

HBO Mtlntho.lum ho,]fs Ma.git•!'I'cJnl

J~,, .(n· hc•-,hlh<·Wnrl!l'HJJl<ULt!•rcmfilhl
It •II Ill 1/ti •''JIC!I!hhu/ im~ t'VPniut~ of ('11
11·rLuwrwni. FPaluWlJ~ Mark WiJ<,ou,
'--•I iUH;Ifla.l Jiana tlw Ew haul rt•_<;~;,l hck
'I.!!HIIIL'rnL.tll., <IJld 'iJH't·ml f'.lll'r;t !1t.r~r

1~,uo

·· 5' 'Mm·h• (Drama}

0 II art Tu Hart
'17 TllS N<•ws

JJ.l\ id { ',lPl u•rl if>ld.

NBI' [,ato• Nh:hl Muvh•
m Hcwkfurd Fi1t·~
!i · Pac•t•.s<'ft<•rs
@!) If~~\ our Bu·•hws"i
1-t

F<·ud" I!IHO

o o m N •·ws

HMlll

{HU;o;IH>h'~•')

\luntt· Crh.to..

J ~~~ {;-; Q

h

WI~,

••('ntnnt Of

\lt•Wh

MONDAY
IMV 4, 19lll
EVENING

l)olphin'~ J!Jii7
!1),:!11 0 Th<•Tnnhdtl Slww
0 'vlm·m·il L<•hr..r lh·port
0 \f..\.:4.11.
W 'IillA Baskethail World ('ham·
niun:-;hip (:atnrw TwiliJ.;:h1 Zmw
HBO ~1m·it• o(C'omNIY) "'* "f;'i('ndiHh
J>hot Of lir. Fu ~bn<"hu"
11.00 0
.\l!rrd llil<·hro<"k f'r<•sonts,
('rurkpot
~

/;i'-!'J.f"WS

\II(' 'lrws Nightlinr
€ID 'lido! Gnll<•ry
11,:10 D Tomurrow ('ua~t-'To-foast
0 Tut•sdny MovirOf'fhe Work

f?E

(fU.Il!>illWhr

12.00 rs! Htarir(•lt
12.2iJ fl7~ .\tlanht Hrnvt\" ltf'plav
J2,!l0 m R11l'kford Files
•
€ID Rnt I'utrnl
HBO Movi<• ·{Musiral) ••u~ "My
I•'air l,udy"l!l61
1.00 0 News
1 5:

'lo,·ir ·(Musical) ••• ..Ji"'low{'r

llrumSun~:"l!)61

WEDNESDAY
MAY6,1981
EVENING

"r.,mroo -<•·"'' ·" "

0 Frl t•sl'dl•
's Slar:•l<•· lnd Ilut<h
m l··muih:Ft•ud
1

d7.

\J·igh((;allt•rv

€ID Sanford \ nd'f;on

HBO l><•arorrow Of ltumno~
l'llrtl

~Iarsh

fi,:lO 0 PM Ma~<\r.ine
0 Wild World Of Anhnalx
0 IInppy llays ,\~aln

W Tk Ta<•llough

:·17~

"
Hu.!·W'IHLJ1 Atlanta Hnn·et> vs Ht.

Lnub {"anlinnls (2 hrn., :m mins.)
€ID 'twilight 7"JM
7,00 0 UMII'<•uph•
0 llhlhlratrd Dailv
~s'm '\'ondt~r\Votimn

0 Th<•l:r<•atont Ameriran Hero
"W Enos
HBO Muvie·{Adventuro) ••• ..Binrk
Stallion"l9i9
i.!!O 0 Ma<·ncill.rhrer ltrport
R,OO 0 I>i (('rent Strokes
0 Hall Of Fame 'Casev l>tengei'
t' ho!rl<'~ .I )Urning tHirl· ray:~ <'ast•y Hten-

g-<·lm t h1s nm•-man<•hararterizationuf
t ht• l{•i:~rJ,: t>X -manager ufthP New York
Y:tnkN•s and the> N~~w Yntk Mets.
\\'rttt•rs :-;idnl'y ancl David CarrolJ
n•q•ai ( "a-.;.(•y':-> irrrpn·ssihll• pl'r~nna.U
t y rnu l (·nl 1•rfu lL·utrl'T t hmugh a!-'eries1 •f
ntonnln:::m•s. rEin miu!-1.1
•' 5:

IIappy llass:\gain

0 \nH'rkan Uronm
ID CBS Wrdnosday Night Movie
~ :\lmic•·(Drama)
u12 Angry

x,:JO 0

I6
!l.OO 0
0

**•

1!lri7
'tho Faris()[ Lite
Hha 'In Na
Quim•y
World 'Th•• Hod Army' President

\INt·~

l h•n ~n n i!i i U(•n.•as i ng dcfC'nse Hpc nding,
hut. iHt-tt wha1 an• \V£' drfendiug our~wh:{'n ugointit'! Thi~ investigative
tt•port ('-!-:a mineR th\'l strN1gths and
t\-'Pt~ktwss(!~ of the- H.ussian milita·ry.
with sonw ::-;urprh;ing- results. (GO
lnim;.)

15: 'l<"·ir·{l)ranut)
0 \'PJ.tn$

117, 'tllS N<•ws
HBO Movlo-(<'um•dy) •• "Young
l•'rltnkrnsMn ' 197'1
10.00 OOID News
0 Dit-k Cuvt>tt Show Oueflt: Gore
Vidui, Purl II.
(17; ~lo.-lt• ·(Adventure) .,. "Thr
I•,ro~nu•n.. J9~1

liD 'fwi1hd1t z·unr
10,30 0 'thr'tonlghtRhol\'
0 Mamoil Lehrer R<•port

0 \1.,\.R.II.
ID CBS Late Movit•
ffi Nlv:h!Gallrry
11.00 0
Al!r<·d llit<'lorork Pr.·s~nts.
Malk<•!Jom<•stir
EVENING

·r.7o'in'::fo :'>r\.,o Bran Spmn!<

·5 Star,l<v :\ndllutl'lt

m Fa mil): l•'pud

\liJ,.::htGalh•rv
@ Sttnford And'~>ou
HBO ~l<tvio•·(l'umrd)') .... , "North

r17t

A \'t'IHlr•lrri 1UU1llrH" JH7H

r.,ao o

PM Mmlttzi nr
Wild World Or Aninutls
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4:30pm - Listener Personals
5:00pm -· NPR's All Things
Considered
6:00pm - J<UNM Local News
6:30pm- ATC (cont.)
7:00pm- Raices(Latinol
9:50pm -- Pacifica Nat' I. News
10:00 pm - A Question of Place
11 :00 pm - Freeform Radio

HANCOCK/DIKEWOOD SERVICES, INC.
Attn: Personnel
1009 Bradbury Dr., SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
Telephone; (5051 243-9781

SATURDAY

THURSDAY

We are an equal opportunity employer

TUESDAY
5:00am - Morning Edition
(news)
7:00am - Freeform Radio
10:30 am - Listener Personals
10:45 am - Freeform Radio
12:15 am ~ News Briefs
12:30 pm -· A Luncheon Slice
(Public Affairs)
1:30pm -- Freeform Radio
4:30pm - Listener Personals
5:00pm ~ NPR's All Things
Considered
6:00pm ·- KUNM Local News
6:30pm- ATC. {cont.)
7:00pm -· The Light that Jazz
9:50pm -· Pacifica News
10:00 pm -· Freeform radio
FRIDAY
1:00am - Freeform Radio
5:00am ··- Morning Edition
(news)
7:00am - Freeform Radio
10:30 am - Listener Personals
10:45 am - Freeform Radio
12:15 pm -· News Briefs
12:30 pm - A Luncheon Slice

1:00am - Freeform Radio
9;00 am- NPR's Folk Festival
11:00 am - .Freeform Radio
2:00pm --- Only the Radio
3:30pm - Enfoque News
.(Spanish speaking
speaking news)
4:00pm - Raices (Latino)
7:00pm - Hot Lix (oldies)
10:00 pm - Soul Set
SUNDAY
1 :00 am · · Freeform Radio
8:30am - Morning Train {gospel)
10:00 am - Options in Education
10:30 am- New Letters (on the
air)
11 :00 am - Something Classic
5:30pm - Orient Express (int'l
music)
7:00 pm - Magic Library
7:30pm - Singing Wire
9:30pm - NPR's Jazz Revisited
10:00 pm - The House That Jazz
Built
MONDAY

(P.A.)

1:30pm - Freeform Radio
4:30pm - Listener Personals
5:00pm - NPR's All Things
Considered
6:00pm - KUNM Local News
6:30pm - ATC (cont.)
7:00pm -- NPR's Jazz Alive
9:00 pm - Pacifica News
9:10pm -The Country Swing
12:00 am - An Hour of Eating

1:00am - Freeform Radio
5:00 am -· Morning Edition
{news)

7:00am ~
10:30 am 10:45 am 12:15 pm 2:30 pm -

Freeform Radio
Listener Personals
Freeform Radio
News Briefs
A Luncheon Slice
!Public Affairs)
1:30 pm " " Freeform Radio

·~--~--"-----~·~"---·
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Computer Science, Business Systems major or
related field with significant computer course work.
Must have education or experience with COBOL.
Minimum 2.5 GPA.
Persons interested should submit applications and a
copy of transcripts to:
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1:00am - Morning Edition
{news)
5:00am ·-· Freeform Radio
10:00 am - Listener Personals
10:30 am - Freeform Radio
12:15 pm -- News Briefs
12:30 pm --A Luncheon Slice
(Public Affairs)
1:30 pm - Freeform Radio
4:30pm - Listener Personals
5:00pm - NPR's All Things
Considered
6:00pm - KUNM local News
6:30pm- ATC (cont.)
7:00pm ~ The Home of Happy
Feet (folk's music)
9:50pm - Pacifica News
10:00 pm - Freeform Radio
WEDNESDAY.
5:00am -· Morning Edition
(news)
7:00am - Freeform radio
10:30 am ~ Listener Personals
10:45am- Freeform Radio
12:15am- News Briefs
12:30 pm - A Luncheon Slice
(Public Affairs)
1:30pm - Freeform Radio
4:30 pm - Listener Personals
5:00pm - NPR's All Things
Considered
6:00pm - KUNM Local News
6:30pm- ATC (cont.)
7:00pm - Home Cook in' (blues)
9;50 pm - Pac:ific:a News
10:00 pm - Freeform Radio

Michael Bennett's award winning 'Chorus Line' set the stage at Popejoy Hall for three packed house
performances.

Review by Ethan Hay
Popejoy Hall and the Cultural
Program Commitee, in its.efforts to
provide the Albuquerque area with
the best in stage entertainment,
again struck gold in presenting
Michael Bennett's ''A Chorus
Line" April 27 and 28. The touring
company played to packed houses
for three performances.
"A Chorus Line" has been
widely acclaimed as one of the
freshest and most inspiring
musicals ever to hit Broadway, and
Tuesday
night's
performance
recaptured the living, breathing
quality which has brought the show
.>o much popularity,
Opening on Broadway in 197 5 at
the Shubert Theatre (namesake of
Broadway's famous 'Shubert
Alley'), "A Chorus Line" captured
five Tony Awards, including Best
Musical. The show has played at
the Shubert to sold-out audiences
almost ever since.
The plot, conceived by Bennett,
is very simple: the staging of an
audition for an eight member {four
boy, four girl) chorus line in an
unspecified Broadway musical.
The director, played by John
McGee in the touring company,
intensely screens the seventeen
hopeful finalists in attempts to pick
those few who will work best
together as a chorus line- a group
of dancers whose function is to
back up the main characters of a
musical in those big, pompous
musical numbers.
Through the course of the show
the audience listens to the dancers'
melancholy tales, told sometimes
tongue-in-cheek and other times
awkwardly and ashamedly, of their
individual, but very real stories
about bow each of them has made
dancing his life and livelihood and
how each needs this particular job,
The show is set on an empty
stage, save for a backdrop of
mirrors and a white line running the
full length of the stage, duplicating
a theater audition. ln the Broadway
production, the orchestra pit is
covered by an acoustically uan·
sparent cloth concealing the

musicians in order to create a
"rehearsal hall" atmosphere (not
done in the road show, however).
They have rigged a TV camera at
the back of the Shubert and a
monitor in the orchestra pit by
which the conductor can see the
action on stage and thereby
coordinate the score, which, by the
way, was written by Marvin
Hamlisch, of the movie:; "The Way
We Were" and "The Sting" fame.
"A Chorus Line" was the first
computerized Broadway show,
The show is awesome in its
sensitivity to the characters portrayed (a quality very much missing
in much of the entertaiment
produced today). As the character
"Paul" tells in a detailed
monologue his sad trials as a dancer
performing in slea.?.y shows as a
transvestite and his desperation to
keep it hidden from his parents,
silent compassion wells up from the
audience. When he hurts his knee
later in the audition and has to be
carried out by two other dancers, a
definite melancholy is felt.
"A Chorus Line" goes beyond
entertaining the audieoce, It reveals
the real struggles a dancer goes
through on the tough streets of
Manhattan from day to day. The
show
exemplifies
what
theater-goers take for granted.
Though many say "A Chorus
Line" is built on a cast without
stars, the message given is just the
opposite: in a dialogue between
Zach, the director-choreographer
in the show and Cassie, who had a
shot at stardom which quickly
fizzled to doing toilet paper
commercials, the two (who had
once lived together) 'argue about
how Cassie would "fit in" on the
line. Zach demands that she is "too
good," and that she is too much of
an individual to play such a menial
part. Cassie emotionally . retorts
that each dancer is an individual
and that she would be very proud to
be a part of the chorus line.
The final choices are made, and
the rejected slump off the stage,
followed shortly by those ecstatic
individuals who had been selected
in defiant leaps, scripts in hand,

Immediately following is the finale,
presenting the entire corps dubbed
in guilded top hats and tails (which
they bad no more than 60 seconds
to put on off-stage over their
audition garb) in a truly glorious,
high~kicking wind-up to the
show. The program gives a short
history of the company, and ex·
plains, "This show is dedicated to
anyone who has ever danced in a
chorus or marched in step ...
anywhere."
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proudly presents
its

/fJi('.rln('~.dat /lptin;.?- ;:if,~tnurl
May 1 8pm-12am SUB Ballroom
Advance tickets: $2.00and $3.00
At the door: $3.00 and $4.00
Coll277-557 4 or 881"3087

Dance
I love to dance. Every time
l get a chance J dance. I prance
move again and take a ;otance,
giv<! my audience a glance, then
continue my dance. Dance till
we're all in a trance.
Sometimes it's hap·
penstance. Sometimes 1 plan it
in advance. There's an element
of romance in my dance. When I
dance my movements I inhance
with gestures feathery soft or
sharp as a lance.
I love it all when t dance I
have a ball. Ballet, modern
disco, jazz and tap. With time
and practice it's all a snap.
My body moves in time
and space all over the place.
Sometimes it moves with
elegance and grace. When I'm
on the dance floor, 1 know I'm
in my place.
My body is in motion, like
the waves of the ocean. You're
hypnotised, mesmerized like you
swallowed a magic potion,
One day I plan to move to
France. There 1 hope to continue
my dance. Dancing makes me
feel wild and free. Won't you
come dance with me.
Deborah Cornwell

Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
Graduates
Earn $850 per month while going to schooL Up to 24
months. Spend summers traveling free on government air all over the world. You'll have enough
money to buy a new car or rent your own apartment , ..
We're looking for collegiates with a year of calculus
and physics to train in Nuclear Engineering. We're
willing to pay you a salary of $850 per month. If you
have good grades and think you may qualify, contact us . , •
Nuclear Pro!jrams Manager
First National Bank Buildin!i
6301 Central Ave. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87108
or call (5051 766·2335
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ART EVENTS

Games in SUB

Christo
Films
The
Albuquerque Museum will have
regular screenings of four of
Christo's films throughout the
duration of the Vall~>y Curtain
Exhibition. Admission to the
exhibition and all films is free.

The SUB's Game Room offers a variety of games to the university community. Table tennis, pin-ball, and pool are among the games available.
The Game room is open Monday- Thursday 8 a.m. -10 p.m., Friday from
8 a.m. -17 p.m., and Saturday from 17 a.m. -77 p.m.

Tuesday through Friday, April

28 through June 26.
10:30 a,m. -

I
I

l

Dave Honeycutt concentratep on a game ofpool.

Photography by Catherine ]one.~

!

John McMath enjoys playing table tennis while his mother attends
university classes.

11 a.m. Wrapped

Walk Ways
11 a.rn.- 11:30 a.m. Wrapped
Coast
1:30 p.m. - 2:45 p.m. Running
Fence
3 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Valley
Curtain
Saturday and Sunday, May 2
through June 28.
1 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. Valley
Curtain
1:30 p.m. - 2 p.m. Wrapped
Walk Ways
2 p.m. - 2;30 p.m. Wrapped
Coast
2:30 p.m. -- 3;30 p.m. Running
Fence
3:45 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. Valley
Curtain
The Albuquerque Museum is
located on 2000 Mountain Road
N.W.
A Celebration of Spring, nnd the
Attendant Earthly Pleasures - A
concert by the University of New
Symphony
Orchestra,
Mexico
under the direction of conductor
Harold Weller. This is the fipal
concert of the seme.ster, and the
1980 81 season, performed
Friday, May 1, at 8:15 p.m. in
Popejoy Hall. Featured work for
this program will be Carl Orff s
brilliantly appealing masterpiece
Carmina Burana. Joining the
orchestra in this performance will
be the UNM Concert Choir,
University
Chorus, University
Chorale and soloist soprano Donna
McRae, tenor Robert Grayson and
baritone Sean DanieL
Also included in this program
will be a performance of Hummel's

Trumpet Concerto with the orchestra's Concerto Competition
Winner, Cathy Leach, as soloist.
Tickets are $3 general admission,
and $1.50 for UNM students,
faculty, and staff; special group
rates are available on request. For
further information and ticket
reservations call the UNM Fine
Arts Box Office.
UNM Contemporary Chamber
Music Ensemble - A concert in
Keller Hall, Monday, May 4, at
8:15 p.m. the program for the
performance is as follows:
Willow, Willow, by Paul
Chihara.
Swinging Music, by Kazimierz
Serroki.
Seven Shades of Blue, by William
Duckworth.
Nara, by Warren Benson.
Whisper Moon; Dream Music
Nurnber Three, by William
Balcom.
Admission to the performance is
free.

Broughton's films The Golden
Positions, This is It, Dreamwcod,
_ Testament, and Etogeny all have
won prizes at film festivals
throughout the world and received
wide critical acclaim. Broughton
has been awarded Guggenheim
Fellowships (in 1971 and 1973) and
received and individual grant in
1976
from
the
National
Endowment for the Arts. His most
recent film is Gardener's Eden.
Films for our program include the
five prize-winning works and other
Broughton features.
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The SUB Game Room provides fun and games for many university students.
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for exciting, new, 1981 ~82
UNM CO-ED CALENDER
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plications Tues. & Wed., May 5 & 6, 1981 from
10 a.m. • 2 p.m. at the SUB. Winners will receive
free modeling classes, clothes and other promotiona! prizes.

•
•
:
•

• Plaza Three Modeling Agency will be taking ap- •:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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AC~I'IVITIES

At the Latin American Ins!ituk

12 noon. free documentary
"The C.I.A. secret army"
7:80 tonight Woodward Ilall149
Cuban film: "De Cicrta Mancra"
31.00
Sat. May 2, 1981
WOOD\VARD Ilal11 01
"Should the l TS establish rclat ions
with Cuba"
Public forum with high ranking
CS and Cubanrcm·cscniHi \'CS
--------

lip

Thurs., April 30

~erriee

10 a.m. ·noon
Chicana Literature and Popular Culture
Gabriel Melendez, Moderator
Erlinda Gonzales Berry "La Mainche in Chicano Literature''
Dr. Mario Garcia "Chicano Community of f!Paso"
Magda Maureira '''Feminine Art Types in Alfilo Delagua and Pocho"

:Latin Amc:-dcan human rights
orgaiJizalion WOLA 1 a chunih·'bascd lobbying
SOLAS

-

§~

organizadon, will give a lecture on irs work in
Wash!ngmn, l>.C., ltlda.y at 2:00p.m., at the Latiti

(Ortega Hall Reading Rm., 3rd floor)

2 p.m.- 4 p.m.:
_
.
Chicano Education, Moderator- Or. Jose Reyna, "Folklore & folktradion
in the Southwest" Alina Chavez "Chicano Lingui;tics" Dr, Antonio
Panells "Las Bases Sicofogitans De La Educati()n Norte Amerkana"

American lmlitulef 801 Vale N.E.
Ka)l- Gardner Workshop - Music and Healing,
Saturdayf 10:30 a·.m. to noon, .at the Sl. Thomas of
Canterbury Chapel, 425 University Blvd. The

.

workshop fee is $4- .and can be. paid at the door or in

~§

i
§
~·-

!
§

~
~

advanre at the Women•s Center and Full Circle

Books.

Thurs. Evening, April30

Subway Station - Talent Show FitJals. Friday,
May 1, 8 p.m. to midnight.

The UNM Division of Dermatology and the Student Health Center
needs volunteers with acne, to help determine the effectiveness of. a n.ew
topical antibiotic for treatment. Patients must be available for exammahon
every other Saturday morning starting April18 through July 11 and should
not be taking antibiotics or corticosteroids.
For further information contact Erma Pinon at 277-3136, Student
Health Center.

For further information contact
Erma Pinon

277.:Si36
Student Health Center

Volunteers will be paid a fee.

Reception for Mesa Chicana
Program: Poetry Reading from
Chkano Poeta y el Pueblo· Stanlev Gulierrez

~

t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

largeSelection MUSIC BOOKS&METHOD
15%. 20% DISCOUNT· ENTIRE STOCK
Thru May
Store & Studio 5312 4th NW
CAll
Studio 2120 Moriel NE
345·2255

DO YOU HAVE ANY ZITS?

~

(Chicanu Studetrfs Services -1815 Rom a NE)
7 p.m. ·10p.m.;

§
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CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST
PERFORMANCE SERIES

•

••

:

Symposium Itinerary
The Chicano & Society

•
-~··············································
•
••
••
••
••
•••
•

(men & women)
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WE TEACH
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:

·-

The ASUNM Film Committee is
presenting noted author, poet and
filmaker James Broughton tonight,
at 8 p.m. Broughton, both a poet
and teacher in San Francisco, has
received numerous a wards for his
film works and will screen and
speak on his films.

SINCE 1965

·gp·

Chekov in the ~ll11r - Three
plays by Russian author and
playwright Anton Chekov performed by an independent group of
theatre people from UNM and
vicinity. The Proposal, The Boer,
and The Aniversersary will run
Thursday through Sunday, at 8 p.m
in the Cellar at Hokona Hall. If you
think this sounds hokey, their
performance of Virginia Wolfe sold
out. There will be a nominal admission fee (a dollar or so, they're
not sure).

Contest

••
••
••

.,

••l
••
••
•••
•••

PRESENTS

NORMAN EVERETf
Contemporary Balladeer
and Songwriter

DANIEL INGROFF
Music of the World
Friday, May 1, 198'1 at 8:15 pm
In Theater Room 108-Humanities Building

ADMISSION FREE

••
••
«
••
41
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Sports

Save lives!
NFL Drafts
ThreeLobos

Page Going llardship
F~~)r Basketball Career
! .oh<> basketball play<:r Kenny
!'age annoum;ed late Wednesday
afternoon that he will he "going
hanhbip" in the .June 8th NBA
drart. Page would not comment on
hh decision but issued a prl.'s.s
release stating his reason.s.

tilil d leading career ~corer. Page led
the WAC in scoring during the
1979-80 '>Ca~on with a 28.0 scoring
average that al>o put him in the top
ten nationally. Lao;t year he was the
WAC'~ scccmd leading scorer with
a 23.5 uverage. Page .Jlso had six
games wlwrc he scored more than
40 points.

With the NBA going with twelve·
man squads in J9lll-H2 season,
l'ag~ said in the release he felt
would have an excellent chance to
make a team. He also plans to ask
for an education package in his
contract so he can continue to
nllcnd classes, according to his
statement.

Page offered several thoughts on
hi'> decbion in his press release.
After "one year (of) playing under
Coach Colson, I feel that it is one
of the best coaching staffs in the
country. Coach Colson helped me
mature as a man and as a basketball
player."

Coach Gary Colson had mixed
emotions about Page's departure
but said he felt that ''Kenny has an
excellent shot at making a team this
year and I wish him the best of
luck."

"I loved my stay at the
University of New Mexico. The
fans in Albuuerq,Je are the greatest
in the world, and I really appreciate
all the kindness I have been shown
by the people of Albuquerque, It is
my plan to make my permanent
home in Albuquerque, and continue my education at UNM during
mY professional basketball career."

Washington, Cleveland, New
Jersey, and Houston have expressed interest in New Mexico's

Kenny Page

Three former Lobos were
selected in the National Football
League's annual draft held
yesterday and Tuesday.
Wide Receiver Ricky Martin was
picked by the Pittsburgh Steelers iu
the third round, quarterback Brad
Wright was taken by the Miami
Dolphins in the fourth round and
linebacker Bob Shupryt was chosen
in the twelfth round by the Chicago
Bears.
Martin is going to a team with
such receivers as Lynn Swann, John
Stallworth,
Randy Grossman,
Bennie CU!loingham, Theo Bell and
Calvin Sweeney.
Wright is going to a team with a
confusing quarterback situation.
Bob Griese is contemplating
retirement, Don Stro.ck has
primarily played second string in
his six seasons and David Woodley
is in only his second year.
Shupryt is going to a team with a
young Iinebacking squad that has
had its problems.
In 1976 Martin caught 10 passes
for !86 yards, an 18.6 yards-percatch record.
In 1978 he caught 21 passes for
594 yards, five touchdowns and a
28.3 yards-per-catch average,
The next year he was redshirted
after catching only two passes but
last year he caught 43 passes for 850
yards and 8 touchdowns. He led the
team in both categories and average
over 19 yards per catch.
Wright had an injury-plagued
career, missing parts of two seasons
including an injury last year when
the Lobos were 2-0 in the WAC,
having upset BYU and Wyoming.
His finest game came in 1978
when he threw for 452 yards against
Texas Tech, completing 28 out of
49 passes. Two of his passes went to
Martin for touchdowns.
His best year was in 1978 as he
also passed for 1925 yards and ran
for another 668 yards. That year
the Lobos won 7 of 12 games, after
winning six of their first nine.
Last year he passed for 1068
yards, completing 72 out of 145
passes.
Shupyrt had 46 tackles in 1977
but two years later he was third on
the team with 79 and last season he
led the team with Ill tackles, 63
unassisted.
Last year he also led the team
with 13 quarterback sacks that cost
the opponents I 06 yards.
Many Lobos have been drafted
previously including Randy Rich, a
defensive back with the Cleveland
Browns, Robin Cole, a linebacker
with Pittsburgh, Preston Dennard,
an end with the Los Angeles Rams,
Mike Williams, a fullback with the
Kansas City Chiefs, and Chris
Combs, a tight end with the
Houston Oilers.

Lobos Need FB
Team Manager
The Lobo football team is in
need of an equipment manager.
The manager will have to work
from the start of fall practice in
August till the season's end. If
interested calJ Assistant Coach
Ed Filmer at 277-5315 as soon as
possible.

"Pic·Me·Up's"

Lobo Women Golfers Defend Title
Monaghan Wins Individual Crown
The Lobo women's golf team
succesfully defended their Region 7
championship this week with a 16stroke tournament victory.
The team, which shot a 923 over
the three days, was led by Kris
Monaghan and Dana Howe who
finished first and second individually,
Monaghan shot an opening
round 83 on Monday but came
back to tie the University South
course record with a 70. Tuesday's
round included a front nine 32 that
had five birdies. Her final round 72
yesterday made the total225.
"I just wasn't mentally ready
Monday," she said, "Tuesday I
knew I had to play great or really
well."
Dana Howe had rounds of 75,
76, and 75 for a 227, two strokes
behind teammate Monaghan.
"I missed a couple of putts but I
was pretty consistent," she said,
"I'm happy about it."
The Lobo 110lf team will play

Four Teams
Get Banquet
Sl~ve

King

Coaches and athletes from men's
swimming, wrestling, skiing and
gymnastics were honored at the
19& 1 winter sports banquet Tuesday
night at the Hilton Inn.
Athletic director John Bridgers,
who also served as master of
ceremonies for the event, stated
that "with a bigger budget for the
1981-82 year, the four sports
honored will get more funding than
ever before."
Gymnastics coach Rusty Mitchell
presented Stan Kidd with the MVP
award. Also recognized were Steve
Hill (most improved} and All;
American Kevin Prady (UNM
athletic award).
In skiing, coach George Brooks
gave awards to various members of
his 14th ranked team. Donald Dean
was given the MVP in cross country
award and Ruidoso's Jim
Raudenbush was cited as most
improved. On the alpine circuit,
NCAA qualifier Steve Maynard
was the most valuable and James
Mack Reed was most improved.
Bridgers jokingly added that he
would try to get some more snow
for tht: ski team next year.
Assistant swim coach Keith
Sutton awarded two-time NCAA
diving qualifier Tom Doyle with the
MVP award. Sutton was sub"
stituting for Sam :Iones, who was
recently dismissed as head coach of
the swimming program. Jones was
out of town and unavailable for the
banquet.
On the wrestling scene, Kevin
Jackson was given the outstanding
wrestler a ward for his efforts
throughout the year. Mike Baker
was awarded the MVP honor for
his leadership. Coach Dotson is
very optimistic about the coming
year since all but one wrestler
returns, and has plans to include
'evm·a! new recruits next >cason.

Stimulant Capsules
"For mental alertness''

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENTS BEGIN MAY AND JUNE

"'Warning: S!itnulanls tan be dangerous tt1
' your health lfti:lkr.Hlln grEiatertht~n prescrlb·
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lobo C:lttllllllifie<d•
Do the Tl"itk

next in the AlAW national
championship June 17-20 in
Athens, Georgia.
The Lobo's finished 16 strokes
ahead of second place BYU. Other
teams who played (in their order of
finish) were Weber State, Colorado
State, Northern Colorado, and the
Air Force Academy.
Lobo coach Henry Sandles said,
"We're h;~ppy to win. They played
real well and I'm really proud of
them." He also said BYU played
one of their better tournaments.

In regards to the national
tournament, San dies said, ''We're
ranked about 12th in the nation and
I'd like to finish in the top ten.''
The other Lobo scores were Patty
Curtiss and Kim Eaton who shot
238's and Christine Smith who had
a242.
Two women who will be on the
UNM team next year competed
independently from the squad.
Peggy Stanwood shot a 240 and
Carolyn Barnett finished third
individually.

Donate blood plilsma
Earn extra cash for
the springtime.
291 b Cenlrill S.E.
Albuqu€'rqtw. N.M .. 87106

Natural Fiber Clothing
for Women and Men
hand embroidered sill~ blou<,es •
. <Rven styles of 100% colton t·shirlo
• batik and cutwork embroidered
clothing from Indonesia •
select children's wear • hair or·
naments • enameled and art deco
jewelry • Birkenstocko
·

266·9946

Mcm.-S.at.
10·6

r------------~
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New donors present
this ad & UNM
or TV liD for

$500 bonus

1

I
I

lI

toot good w/other coupo11s 1
one per do11or
1

1

I
,_

___ _______ ...I
E"pires
....,. 4/30/81

Yale Blood
Plasma Inc.
122 Yale S.E.
266-5729
{1 Blk south of UNM)
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t•ROf>'lo,%lO~AL fYl'IS'l. College,
hu~me'><. expenem;c. rhcrcsu. 883~7ll2,

1Ut1-17H7_

5/1

ACctlRA'It-:,
l~·~al

A<TilRACY

Gl!AilANTHP. TYPING at
reamnahle rate'\. tDM Selectric. Judy. 821·M07, 299.
7691.
6/ZS

BUt ANO SHLL yt;lur \l~ed textbooks at the- UNM
Book Co-op, room Z4A, SUB Dnscment.
Sll I
~;XeELI.ENTTYPIST! 1!14.0167.
511
~:XPF.I!TI.Y PRINTED l'SlllRTS :md caps for
club'>1 team~. bu~incs~eot. Best prices. EveDings. 265·
Nick.
FRE~ HAIRCUT WITH perm or

0~78

5/11

bo~$5.00

off all hain:ut9. Villa Hair Oesigns, 2914 Central S.E.
2$~-3279. Clo~cd Mond;~ys.
511
FABRIC REP Alii. Lt:ATIIER and ft>r. Mentl-aid.
1.43·1000.

5/1

MST, ACCl!RA TE TYPING. Typoright. 1.65·5203.
511
GUITAR U:SSONS: ROCK, dasslca1, folk, jazz.
1hree expert tca.:hers. Marc'<~ Ouitar Studio. 265~
Dl~

~

JNS'rRUCTJON lN ORAWlNG and prinling.
English Norwich School of WatercoJor and Marogcr
oil p~mting medi-um. Cla<:ses begin May 4, 6 and 7.
Call Pinacothcque at 34.5·1330.
S/6
MOVING. WW RATES. Cull Tom. 873·0091, 26200J7,
5/1
MATH TUTORING.l4M3411. Ma<.
6111
l'ROH~%lONAt TYPIST. TRESt~~.
p:tpm,
t~:r:hnical, etc. IBM S~Jtclrlc. 299-1351.
5/l J

4. Housing
t'ONSJOJmAff: <tUY TO !.hare hou~e wJth other
·-cnow. •,tudcn!~. No drug~. <rmokrng, hnnio;hed.
W,tlkmg Lh•,tan~e. I·P'WD. $160 pluor, $40 rlcpusn.
:!OH Mr(1
5/ll
( AMPUS COMPACT APARTMENTS. 215 Yale

s.r.

at Lead. ~lw.Im apartment\ noar -;tore~ a11d
l "NM. $JH(),nwnLh. free uldilic~. $125 depmit. No
~ ]11 Jdrcn., pet..,, nr ronmrmm••;. See manager at
apartmcm twn ur '"11.242·~\219 {}t_883·5940.
5/11
E~OHMOt'S, QtlJF,T TWO bedroom furni~hcd
nwm hqu•.e apartment. JIOO square feet, .sroriige,

$35£). Utilitic'> paid, no per<,, ~hildren_ 842-092,5. tfn
EXC'I.t:SIVE ON~. BI<:OROOM1 heat, UtHi!ies paid.

Laundry, walk to UNM/TVl.

~ecunty.

Z47k9675~

)44-1\023.
I<'OR

l/11

UENT.

S!BO.()(llmmH~,

EFFJ("J'ENCY
apartment.
all ulihlies paid, Air conditioned,

swimming pool, laundry facliJties. For more in~
lmmanon t:::onlact resident manager. 1410 Girard
N.L 266·8392, 255·6255 or 898·7511.
tfn
FfMAI.f: ROOMMATl~ WANTED to share th~e
hcllroom hou~e in Washington/Comanche area near
h1l<_q path. $133.001JnOnth plu!>. UtilJtlf!S, Yard,
~arage, storage. C'all Ralph, 884-6759,884-2999.
.
5/ll
HotiSf.MATE WANTED,

NON,~MOh."llRqulct.

$128 00/monlh plus utilities, Close to UNM. 255·
138.<i, keep trying.
5/l

EIOliSI<; FOR R'-':NT. June/July- Three bedroom, 1
3/4 baths. Beamed ceilings. Fenced yard. Completely
rurnished. 34-5-76.5.5, 277..5305.
S/6
l.OOKING FOR A home to bu{fn tlle University
area, or an inw:stmenl pwpett)f? Call Susan Beard,
1he UNM a.rea speciaHs1. Conscientious, l1onest
servi~.:e. Walker·Hinkle Realtors, 268·4551. Home,
~56·3814.

511
MAY 1ST SUMMER school renud, near UNM {Bryn
Mawr). Two bedroom, hardwood Ooors, fenced
yard, trees. lawn, spacious room~. Washer/dryer.
$385.00, or will furniliih ror S43.S.OO. 898-6193.
Sll
NORTHWF....+;)T, EX~:CUTIVE ADOBE townhouse.
Great assumption, amenities. Lyl~owner/agent. 2458311,344·3917.
4130
O~E BEDROOM SUBLf:T. 5/10·8/10. 5225,
negotiable. Downtown. Hardwood floors, Jiving,
dining room, Very-spacious. 247--492 f, evenings.
516
ONE BEOROOM COAC.11 house downtown, sun
deck, pets ok 1 fenced yard. 241·8647.
S/1
ROOMMATE TO SHARI! my home. $145.00 plus
halfulilities. Norlheast heights. 2944473.
4/29
ltOOMMA1:~-;. N l<:EDED.: FOUR bedtoom With. .Pool

in far N.E. height'>. Witl trade portion of rent for
Jighl hoU$Ckeeping_. Rent ncgQtiablc. Unfurnished
bedroom. :Privacy~ view of Sandias. Male or female,
26S-59.'l1.

Pl!Ol'E.~SIONAL

TI'PING SERVICE at student

rates!! Term papers ~nd research papers in24 hours.
Call C'Hldcc, 26.5-5~24, S-5 p.m. or 821-0612, 5--10
p.m.
5111
QA T'VI,JNG SERVlCE: A complete typing and
-ed.itorial :system. Tcchnical 1 genei'ill, 1ega{, medical,
>~holaute. Chart'i& tables . .345-21.25.
tfn
RESUMES: WRITING, HNAUZED typed copy.
SlO.OO each. 296-4998.
S/1
SPRlNG GUI'tAR ntNE-UPS, Restring your thing!
Super ~tring selection at Wild West Musie.1:43~22.29.
lJll
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING. editing, data
proccssing1 delivery. 268-8176 <1r 265-5483.
S/1 1

C::cn,.er~•d

Wlrago1'1.

MU.n of ltancl MoiH
Indian Jewelry

'
OI.DTQWN

.

Stl

S\'MMER SESSION BAltGAIN period, 6/IS.S/10.
$450 gets you deluxe air tonditioncd one bedtoom
-apartment only one block 10 UNM. Two bedroo~!l,
$S!io-. Free UliliJics. Varsity House. 141 Columbia,
26R·0525. Ka\!hina House, 301 Harvard,265-4933.
6/11
SllMMER l.EASF.~ TURI-:E bedroom house. TV.
A'-'alla'ble 5122181 thr-ough 8.120!81. S3SO plus
u1ilillc~. Call 2.56-1514 aftcr6p.m.
4/30
SOLAR AOOBE JIOME for ~le. Close tD
Univcr~l1y. Separate front rental house pays one·bnlf
mortgo.ge paytnenl. Great invcslment. W. Mahoney~
Vttughan Co., 821·4432, 2SS·2322.
Sill
SUMMER SUBLI'.."J', 5/IS..S/lS. One bedroom
downtown. Quiet neighborhood. $180. 242-0257,
877·3434.
5/6

compare and save

Chamisa Bookshop
visit us at our new address
1602 Central S.E.
2 blks W. of University Blvd.

243-3100

New Mexico Daily Lobo

Classified Advertising.
Marron Hall,

(h•~<•eenJoumau..,..,dBiologyJ

Open from 1:1:30 a.m. to 4:30p.m. Monday
through Friday. Ads in by noon will"appear
in the next day's issue.
Cost 1()I per word per day for ads running
live or more i:ohSecutive days. 16 1 per word
for single insertions.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo
times(s) beginning--------under the heading (circle one): . 1. Personals; ~- Lost & Found; 3. Ser·
vices; 4. Housing; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous.

UU>. ( IlAUI>.J.~~\ 1 Pf.Ra ln~C\Wtn ncar UNM &
~1t 1 wr1t11Vt n Bu , '~n lt:t.: c•,ery 30 nunnte'l-. 1 beJmom
nr effi~Jcu~,·., front %20<:. Ail nohur, patd. OeluJ<;e
~llt.:h!.'n l'rllh J.l~"hw<.~~hr:r & rh~pn\UI. rr... rco-umn tonm,
•.wunnnnp pool, f\' r11om & hUJnlhY Adult ~umplc~,
r ~~ "Wt 1._.,tJ t J\i\t•Ntv ~r- ~-11 24114
ttn

-!--

--•-

~

=

'--~~- ~-

--c-- --•

~-

5. ForSale
A flAlR {)} u,t:d hra~ ply lirt'-'1 Ottdct.l to fit a 71
Tuyuta Wugm1 (A 7H ·13 m li.OO x 13- tlT 155 ·11). Mu~t
he-m utlea~t good l.'nndilion. (nil Jc1~h at 294-7003,
aftL'r m:.
.S/11
l•:•w;AGt-:ME~T AND WEOOING nngs. Sa\e
money. Many <,tyler.;. Call ferry, 8fll·9R74 evet1ing~

.md we~kend'>.
516
1977 HONl)A- /tiO. ~1usl see to appreciate. Kelvin at
:!fifi·047j} <lftcr 4:00p.m.
S/6

1975 KA WASAKJ 100 with helmet. $300. Don. 344~
92)4.
511
HODGERS ORUM .SET~ five p1ece, Zildjancymbals,
fibre en~e~. $995. 277-~084.
S/ll
sPHClAl. ON PEUGEOT, Pnnas-ortt-.: and Nishikl
bKY!!Ie.-.,. A!isortr;Q ~i~e'i and c-olor5, Touring Cy<:li~t
Shnp, 3222 Central S.E. 26B-3-949.
4/30
SAX 1 Nf;W YAMAHA 1enor; $300. Ouhars: $2~
each. Flut~:s; $75 c<wh. A"'trunomy 101, Phy~ics 106,
V<lH:e I book~. Nh:k. 298-4946.
41 3(1

BlG PROFITS! YOUR own wholesale business.
.2,000 fas~ -setting Hetn~. free suc:~ess detail~!
Horizo0li 1 Box ~020- Y, Universal City, Ca.
Sll
('OEJ> SVMMI-:R DAY camp needs program ~taff,
general 'COUnselors, recreation leaders. MondayFrkl<1y, 9:15 a.m.-3:45
in 'Tijeras Canyon.
T:mnsportation
through 8/22/81.
5/6

MORE CASH 'FOR your used textbooks. UNM Book

Co-o-r;. New location, room 24A. SUB Ba~ement.
5/ll
MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR money making rot:k
band that plays oldies -and new wa~e. Contact John
l>ihlllcy. 292.3228.
PART TIME .lOB graduate students only. Afternoon5 and evenings. Must be able to work Ftiday and
Salurday ni~hls. Must be :Zl years old. Apply in
pero;;on. no phone calls, pleao;e, S-aveway Liquor
Stores, at 5704 Lomas N.E.1 5516 Menaul N.E.
tfn
PART TIME PARALEGAL, some lyping, prefer
-pr-e~law swdent, bilingual. Bernalillo- County- L-(:gal
Y~leS.E. 242~2222.

WAITRI·.S~ ~f:t:Dlm. Ml'~T

S/1

PRt:MED TUTOR WANTED. H;igh MCAT ~cores,
E-xcellcf1t pay. References. 261·2$24.
5111
SEN10RS. SUPPLEMENT Y'OUR income to
SIOOO/momh. Pnrt time. Will train sharp, -ambilious
person io PR, marketing_. Object; To own ymlr own
busine-ss. Mr. Stc\'ens, 89B-121S. 2 p.Jn.•6 p.m. $/6
STUDENT NEEDED TO assist with survey during
the following dates: May 3·"9- June 14---20, July 19~2.5,
August Z..S, minimum wage, Pleasant personality and
tact essential. Ph;ase apply only if available on
spe<:ified dates. Hmus to be arranged. Call Jonalhan,
277-2311.
5/1
TO 5600 WEEK. Inland ~xploratiQn crews. Vigorous
men/women. Full/parl year. Wilderness: terrain.

~e-ar~

NEW MEXICO---------~-~---~-

11lt.L

Apply at Ned''>. 4200 fentml S.F.
4/30
OR ~imrt term a<,<,Jgnrn~llb rhJS"

\Hi'Ri"l.o;--G

. 1.nnmer wnh Dunh1ll ·r cmporan~~- We need typtst~.
...eLrc!ane,, .... mo pro~;e~~ms,, keypun~~ operator~.
derk~ and J;:tb{lrcn:; Call ( mr.lv f(Jr more mformanon
@
~ummer JOb oppurtunitle'i. 262-lR"'I. 1117
[ OUJ<;JiillU N.E.
f., 11

•

at

7. Travel
IHUVING TO ROCKAWAY Beach, New York. Will
take one mlet to <.hare dm-mg and expenses- Call
Btlly between :":tltl and 7:00 p.m. only. Phone R98~R84.
5 1 11
FLYING TO TAMPA or New Orlean~ ~/31 ?rlater'l
Will help pav your tiJ:ket for accomp~ny!ng mne-year
old. Stanley: 243·6282 day; 897-3589 e\ enings. Sl 11
GOJNG TO CAUFORNJA-? I need one nderto share
r.Jnv1ng llnd expense<, and '1?? 1'1! .be- l~avin& f~r
Baker~fteld (f>pintllal home of (lint Ea~twood "
gorilla~) unytmle alter 17 May. !AMIFM \:a~~e.ne:
hring your tape;! If you're looking for more than JUSt
an nn.linar~ ~,;rui~>e aero% the wa.,tela.nd, call Jo~h at
294--7003 after six. Aloha"
5' ll

0

I

I i
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Unisex Hair Design

2000 Central SE
Noxtto lurger King
Across from UNM

Call842·8300
STUDENTS 15% DISCOUNT
52 Toot
56 Egyptian king
60 Tease

Linda Willi~ms

,,I

l

!

I
!
I

SliMMER VACATION SPECIAL. IndividualS x 10
l!. ~elf .storage nnlt'i. Or.ty $17.25 per month. li·Stor-

lt

~ini Storage, 2640 Baylor Dri .. e S.E.

242-l tOO.

·"''
AU, APRIL SPE;:.C;:;I.:A;.L:.S;i:xt::;cc:_n_o_ct"ll-<-pc-r"w"'o"'rd,-:g:::::ets
~our ad in both Persona(s and Las NoLlcia~. Ten cents
per word &els il in La~ Notic!as. {Campu5
org_anizatlotls only). No otber rcstticitiol1s.
4/30

COME TO liNM Ballroom Dance Club'sspcctacula.r
spring rormal May I, 8:00 p.m. to midnighl in 1be
SUB Ballroom!!! R~freshments a.nd student en-_
teriain-mcrlt pn:tvldcd. Advance ti~:kets: $2.00
member, $3.00 non-member_ At door: $3.00 and
$4.00, Ca\1 277·5574 or 88i·J081.
511
GOPZlLLA VS. THE Thing, 513, 7:00 p.nt., 9:00
p.m. Children .under 12, free accompanied by
guardian. Union Theatre Films.
Sll
HOlJSE..'ilTfiNG. }'REE OF charge. Professional
,m,ple m transit will care for your house m June. 26561?7.

5/11

TJIE LAST SHOW of the semcstr:r in Abstracl
(ljgunnive and Jewelry Exhibition, clo~ing reception,
f'riday, May-s, 1981 al7:00 p.nl. ASA Oallery. S/6

"Pic-Me-Up's"
Stimulant Capsules
"For that tine
lite feeling"
"Warning: Stlmulants can be dangQrous to
your health If taken In greater than prescrib·
ed dosages. You must be 18 or older to pur·

chase.

1744 Men auf NE
2807 San Mateo NE
1900 Central SE

i

iI

9. Las Noticias
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27 Polish
49- Khayyam
28 Renovate
52 Stole
29 Growing aut 53 Busy place
31 Light craft
54 Roman date
32 Bell city
55 Chemical suf·
33 Number
fix
36 Award
57 Withered
39 Fold
58 Noun suffix
40 Cow thieves 59 Plant part
44 Stole: Slang 62 Two: Prefix
46 Waste
63 Common
48 cavalcade
ending

Disagreements over the rental
fees for the ASUNM Film Committee and its future status have
lead to discontinued use of New
Mexico Union facilites for the film
committee, according to a letter
from New Mexico Union Director
Cliff Holt.
ASUNM President Mike Austin
>aid Wednesday that Holt's
proposal for I 000 percent increase
in rental fees for the theatre wa;,
unacceptable and offered a
proposal of a 10 t\1 15 percent
increase.
~~ Holt said that a 10 percent in··
crease wt1t!ld only raise tile renf
r:r~
:>\,"
~-:1
. ' from S!O to $!1 per <ochcduling. In
'" '
the letter to Au-tin, Holt said, "As
~l
'
.
'
you indica! ell til i; would be your
onlv offer, there" is really !Hl reas.on
for. u, to enter into runhcr
discu>sion ,m the matter."
In closing the letter Holt 'aid,
"Thank you fur yt1ur past intcrc't
in the lbC of the facility ami my best
Four pledges from the Omega Psi Phi march through UNM
wishc~ to vou in locating a fndli!y
President William E. "Bud" Davis's driveway during Hefl Week as
to continue operation of your l'ilm
part of their initiation. (Photo by Catherine Jones)
Committee."
Holt made l\1 o proposal~ to

Work Study Cut Over $300,000
Marc L. Mervis

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved

61 Caress
64 Declare
65 Circular
66 Gaelic
61 Nuisance
68 Blackboard
69 Consider
DOWN
1 Miss West, et
al
2 - Domini
3 Knock out
4 Mexican food
5 Rub
6 Bantu tongue
7 Fate
8 Solar disc
9 Fragmented
10 Gloomier
11 Trade mark
12 Utilizer
13 Humble
18 English town
22 Forests
24 Chllmlcal
compound
25 Endurance

i\ u'tin for the film commltec. The
fir~t

used to help fund I 980 summer
work-study employment.
The Office of Student Financial
The amendments, he said, now
Aid has asked university depart- allow schools to carry up to lO
ments to accept cuts in the federal percent of unuse'd work-study
work-study subsidy of as much as money into the next academic year.
60 percent of last summer's ap· With the new rule in place, only $1
propriation, Associate Director million was returned and the
John E. Whiteside said Wednesday. government decided to scrap its
He said the university received additional
funding procedure.
about $1.71 million to fund work- Therefore, the university was
study employment for the present ineligible to request additional
academic year, $326,000 less than funds for the upcoming summer.
the previous year,
For each hour a student works,
Whiteside said the work-study the university pays 70 percent of the
program is funded for two grant student's wage; the funding subsidy
periods each calendar year pays the remaining 30 percent,
September through May and June Assistant Director Dorothy M.
through August.
Chartier said. Before July 1, 1980,
Three factors are responsible for that ratio was 65 percent by the
the near-depletion of its work-study university and 35 percent by
subsidy, he said.
government subsidy,
Until Congress passed the Higher
Chartier said the average number
Education Amendments of 1980 of hours worked by a student in·
last October, colleges and
creased during the past year from
universities were required to return 15.3 to 17 hours a week. An inany unused work-study funds left crease in the minimum wage last
over from the academic year.
January and an across-the-board
Whiteside said $35 million were increase of 25 cents an hour to all
returned to a pool and schools work-study employees also served
could make additional funding
requests at the end of an academic
year. UNM requested and received
an additional $326,000 that was

to funher reduce the university's
federal subsidy, ~he said.
"The limited dollars available to
finish this year anti our knowledge
that work·study b most beneficial
to students during the academic
year makes it necessary to reduce
the level of employment now <o
mo~t of the federal subsidy can be
used next year," White>idc <;aid.
"We will carry the
smallest workload possible during
the last two weeks in May," he
said, "Critical areas such as the
admissions' office, the records'
office, police and parking services,
the libraries and the physical plant"
will not be cut as sharply as services
which serve fewer persons in the
university community, he said.
Chanier said the number of
hours permitted for work-study
employment during the last two
weeks of May will be limited to
7000 hours, compared to about
20,000 hours last May.
In addition, no more than 26,000
hours of monthly student employment will be paid for by federal
continued on page 7

was the increase in rental fees
from $10 to $100 per s~heduling.
The proposal .qated, "This rental
rate will apply to any campus
group ... Rate does not, nor has it
in the past indude labor cost of the
projectinnbt and concession
operation will be handled by the
New Mexico Union."
The alternate pmposal was that
no rental charges would be made
with "selection, promotion and
evaluation of the film series the
n:.,ponsihility of the ASUNM Film
( 'ommittce and cost of theatre
"P~ration and management of the
theatre _the rc, jlonsi bility of the
New Mexico Union with an agreed
upon allocation from ASUNM to
>IIPJlnrt the 'minority' film
program. Cost of theatre operation
incurred by the NMU to include
film remal, labor, and com:e,sion
cost. .. Revenue generated from
tkkct ~ale,, concessions returned !o
the New Mexico Union. Ticket
price' m he recommended by the
Him Committee with joint app1 oval by the ASUNM President
and the New Mexico Union
Director."

Amtin 'aid he fdt th~ Union wa'
trying to usurp the auihorily of !lw
senate.
Holt said he did not waut \·tmtrnl
of !he film commiuee hut wa> just
trying to find a wa;· to nmh' 1h~
program work more effc~tivel) fo1
tlw '>tudents.
"I haw n1> int(•ntion of tr~iiW to
take over," he said. "I have I he
fullest confidcn<:c in the commitlt•c
to run the film program hut I he day
to day operations.should be 1un h)'
the Union. No where in mv
proposal docs it say I am taking
over the film committee."
"We want to see a more halan~ed
_film ocries offered _to the >tudciUl;,"
he said. "I think mo>t '!udcnt~
wam to 'cc popular film~ at a lnw.:r
co~t. H

Holt >aid hb first propmal of a
rrntal ft'e nf $100 wa, not
unreasonable. "II h unforhmatc
that lhc in~n~a;~ is sudl a big
jump.'' he •,aid, "but for a long
numher of ye:m, they have enjoyed
yestenlay•s prices hut were nnt
lhinr in yesterday."
He said the rem would 'till beth('
lowc'>t in town.
continued on page 7

Dress Options To Be Made
By Departmental Heads
The Student Workers Policies
and Procedures Committee
adopted additions to the Student
l:mployec Handbook regarding
the drc<>' of work-study student
employees at the university and
due process procedure in a
meeting yesterday.
The statements will now be
sent to administrative vice
presidents J obn Perovich and
Marvin Johnson for final approval.
The change concerning dress
was added to page 13 of the
handbook and re~ds, "Student
employees are expected to dress
appropriately for the work being
performed, as determined by
departmental policy. Departments are encouraged to inform
student employees of this policy
at the time of (initial) interview."

If approved, thh statement
will be added to the handbook a-;
an insert, since the new guide
has already been prepared tor
print.
The decision to adopt such a
statement stems from several
incidents involving student's
dress while working at a
University job, including one
involving the Comptroller's
Office.
Karen Glaser, dean of
students
and
committee
chairman, said she and Dorothy
Chartier, assistant 'director of
financial aides and career
services in charge ofworkstudy,
had considered taking an informal telephone poll of the
committee members to get
reaction on this issue until an
ASUNM resolution sponsored
continued on page 7

Passengers Threatened by Suspected Terrorist

Marc L. Mervis

•
Correctton

Enclosed $__ Placed by·~~--·-~ Telephone---

Friday, May 1, 1981

Rental Rates Cause End of Films;
ASUNM vs SUB Battle Lines Set

A PAIR OF useP b1w; ply lire~ needed to fit a 7l
'loyota Wagon (A78-13 or 6,00 x 13 or 155-13). Mu&l
be in :.l.t lea:it good condi!Jon. Call Jo~h nt 294-7003.
aftenlx.
5111
('ANOEJ RAFT! KAYAK! We have boats, ac·
t::C"ssorie~. leS-mns, rcn:als, and lots of fr-ee expertise,
May Specials-Buy a rafr or r;;anoe and rccei.,.·e two
free Mohawk paddles. Pn:-::eplion Kayaks, regularly
$489, now $449. Mountaim ami Ri\'cr;, 2320 Central
S.E. Call268·4876,
~'11

FOXY REFLECTI<»>S

ACROSS
1 Beechnuts
5 Mr. Marner
10 Sullen
14 Column
15 Fabric
16 Flower
17 Counter
19 Crooked
20 Composition
21 State:
2 words
23 Runs easily
26 Deer
27 Most verdant
30 N.T. clothier
34 Eye part
35 Subdued
37 Citrus drink
38 Fueglan
39 College
course: Pl.
41 Of ships:
Abbr.
42 Rigid
43 Ghastly
44 Departed
45 Europeans
41 Pastry
50 Devour
51 Texas shrine

hi." 21

\

8. Miscellaneous

6. Employment

Clinic, 12-1

1\i<l!ltmv..hfc. s~nd $5 UO for 00 compan~ dtnu;tory
:md Jllb ~nudehne';. Jubo Data Br.l( 1'~2, r riYCHC\l!ki
Ar -,2.7fll.
-~

In the Thursday, April 30
issue of the Daily Lobo it was
incorrectly reported that Bill
Abbott was a former station
manager for KUNM. He ha5
served for KUNM in other
capacities, but was never station
manager. The Lobo regrets the
ermr.

A UNM f~culty member who
asked to remain unnamed said
Thursday the voice received and
recorded from a call to KGGM-TV
of an IRA-inspired bomb threat
appeared to be that of a man with
an Irish. accent who had lived in the
Irish Republic near Northern
Ireland.
The call was one of four received
by local television stations and wire
service bureaus Wednesday night
from a man who identified himself
as '~sean."
Hi& message.;tmtaincd a threat to
th~
live., of Albuquerque air

travelers whose destination was
either Heathrow Airport in London
or Shannon Airport in Dublin.
"There are many IrishAmericans here who support our
cause (the Irish Republican Army).
We have in this state plastic explosives and rockets to endanger
the passenger safety of people
leaving from Albuquerque Airport," an excerpt of the call read.
A similar message was wrapped
around a rock and left Wednesday
night in front of the First National
Bank at San Mateo and Central
Avenues.
The message voiced the ;entiment
th~t unlcs~ the Brili,IJ government

began treating IRA convict Bobby
Sands like a political prisoner, air
travelers lives would be placed in
jeopardy.
Sands, 27, elected to Britain's
parliament last month, has been
fasting since March I to press
demands that IRA members be
treated as prisoners of war.
British Prime Minister Margaret
l"hatcher refused to yield to
demands fot special privileges for
IRA prisoners that would end his
61-day fast. A personal appeal
from the pupc also failed to alter
lth rcsohc.

Albuquerque
International
Airport Security Director Max
Cisneros said Thursday that while
officers have been placed on alert,
no additional officers have been
added to shifts,

"We don't want to overreact. We
don't want to frighten passengers.
We are working closely with police
and the FBI and we are making sure
to check out anything unusual. We
don't want to give this guy any
more publicity than he deserves,"
Cisneros said.
Special Agent Wendell Hall said
the FBI is continuing its investigation of the bomb threat.

